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Do you have a talent for writing? 
Are you a graphics whiz? Are 
you interested in photography or 
business? Whether it’s a passion for 
Pokemon or a deep love of Mexican 
food, whether you’re practically 
professional or hoping to gain some 
experience, the Parrs Word wants 
to hear from you. If you’d like to 
get involved in the future, email 
theword@parrswood.manchester.
sch.uk with your name, your year 
group and what you would like to do.

Get 
Involved!

Editor’s Word

An article on the latest discoveries at CERN said “scientists 
has been firing neutrinos along an underground tunnel 
running from the CERN laboratory in Switzerland to 
Italy’s Gran Sasso laboratory”. In fact, although the 
neutrinos were fired from CERN and detected at Gran 
Sasso, there is no tunnel in between.
Elsewhere, the article claimed that Einstein’s theory of 
relativity had been one of the fundamental laws of physics 
“for hundreds of years”. In fact the theory has only been 
around for about  a century.
(“Is Physics broken?”, page 28, November/December
To contact us regarding corrections and clarification, 
please email theword@parrswood.manchester.sch.uk

Corrections & Clarifications

The last Word

The Liberal Democrat Member for Didsbury East Ward, 
sent this to Mr. Shakos:
 “I would like to thank and congratulate you, 
your staff and, in particular, all of the Parrs Word staffers 
for the magazine and hosting the launch evening. 
 I think the magazine shows how the school and 
sixth form have developed and gives students the space 
and awareness to explore oppourtunities which certainly 
were not available when I was at Parrs Wood.”
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With new contributors and 
fresh ideas, issue 2 is looking 

(and weighing) very different to its 
predecessor. Following the theme of 
all things new, we’ve been journeying 
into unknown waters, with our To 
the Test feature (pg 34) reversing the 
student/teacher roles with thought 
provoking results.
 Our new Parrs Word overheard 
feature reveals those corridor 
conversations just begging to be 
immortalised in print. Check on page 
7 to see if your offhand comment was 
featured. And with the future always 
in the minds of the year 11s about to 
make that all important leap, A-level 
playing field (pg 14) profiles A-level 
options for your examination.
 You may have heard about 
Mr McElwee’s impending law suit 
against the students who got hold of 
his secret diary. All I can say is that if 
he insists on leaving it lying around 
in his briefcase, then year 10s are 
bound to find it. Read an excerpt on 
page 9. Continuing our theme of the 
unexplored, Hajra Mubashar, a new 
contributor, examines both the idea 
of and the trends within the world of 
Headscarf fashion on page (pg 19). 
 In our meeting with Mr 
Shakos to discuss serious matters 
of content, his enthusiasm for 
horoscopes came as a complete 
surprise. (For future reference, he’s a 
Pisces.) See page 54 to find out your 
own fate, as foretold by an astrology 
expert in year 11.
 Thanks to everyone who has 
said they loved issue 1, and of course, 
to all those who came along to our 
launch party in November. Here’s 
hoping that our spring term issue 
doesn’t disappoint. Issue 2 is here, 
and it’s better than ever! Spread the 
Word.

Letters and social media

                      The single largest debating 
organisation in the UK with over 2000 young people taking 
part in after school debating clubs on a weekly basis.  In 
the past three years we have worked in over 150 schools 
across London, Birmingham, Manchester and Bristol. 
We hold two competitions each year, the Urban Debate 
League which is an ongoing league, and the Debate Mate 
Cup which is the final send off. 
 The regional winners of the Debate Mate cup 
get to go down to London for the final and past winners 
have debated in the House of Lords and featured on 
Sky News! Not to mention that debating is tremendous 

In our first edition of The Parrs Word, we featured the 
article ‘Palestine & Israel – The Simple Guide’, which 

was an attempt by one of our junior contributors to 
provide a brief overview of a very complex and sensitive 
political situation.
 The article integrated many selected statements 
taken directly from the BBC website with opinion 
and emotive interpretation and language, which were 
represented as ‘facts’. This resulted in an unbalanced and 
sometimes factually incorrect account.
As Headteacher of Parrs Wood High School, I would like 
to sincerely apologise to all members of our local and 
wider community, who were offended and/or upset by 

Headteacher’s Apology

Councillor Andrew Taylor

fun and the club at Parrs Wood is run by two fantastic 
university students, Tom and Traian. They will boost 
your confidence, enabling you to argue effectively with 
teachers, friends and family and it may even help your 
school work! You will also make friends and meet other 
pupils across Manchester and the country. A testimonial 
from one pupil about their club “Noooo its finished? Miss 
please can we stay till 5pm next time!”
 The club at Parrs Wood is running on Wednesdays 
at 3:15pm in F26 and you can speak to Mr. Smith or Mrs. 
Midgley for more information. All abilities welcome from 
year 7-10! Bring your friends, free snacks every week. 

You may not know about...
Debate Mate

this article.  
 Should any of our students wish to know about 
the history of the conflict many resources are available 
online or in all good public libraries. Teachers in the 
History or Social Sciences faculty can also be approached 
to signpost where more information can be found.
 I would like to thank all those members of the 
community who demonstrated tolerance, understanding 
and forgiveness, for what they recognised was a situation 
caused without intent or prejudice, and have sought to 
seek the truth behind the publication of the article before 
forming an opinion. Their support to the school through 
this time has been greatly appreciated.
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[Year 7s outside 
of classroom]
Boy: Why’d she keep you 
behind?
Other boy: I didn’t do my 
homework.
Boy: Whatta madman!

Parrs Word overheard
So, you’re sitting on a bus, minding your own business; you can’t help but eavesdrop 
on that loud group in front of you - we’ve all done it! For the last term, I’ve been 
hearing the wacky, the wonderful and the downright weird things our students have 

to say...

[In maths corridor]
Guy: I want a maths 
tie like Mr Deacon!

[Sports Halls] 
Girl: When I’m 
depressed, I jam to 
‘sexy and I know it’

[In queue for toast]  Girl: What’s the French word for croissant?

[At the main 

entrance]
Girl: Mr McElwee’s 

sideburns are the 

best thing I’ve ever 

seen

[Outside sixth form 
building]
Girl: Who’s that ginger 
guy from Harry Potter 
again?
Other girl: Ed Sheeran?

[In corridor]
Guy: Elf’s a badman 
film”

[In main hall]
Guy: ‘ow do gals wear tightsall the time; they’re bare itchy”
Other guy: Ermmm, how do you know that?
Guy: I tried ‘em on for jokes innit – it was a dare! I’m straight man.

A Month in History

24th 1955 - Britain’s 
Big Freeze

6th 1958 - Manches-
ter United players 
killed in Munich air 
crash

11th 1990 - Nelson 
Mandela freed after 
20 years on Robin 
Island

February
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5th 1996 - First GM food 
goes on sale in the UK 

22nd 1997 - Dolly the 
sheep first cloned



CREATIVE CORNER

I woke up this morning, exhausted after the Guinness 
drinking from the previous night to numb the pain of 
marking (those 2 books were tough going). I wondered 
why I even bothered getting up at all. It wasn’t until I had 
stumbled to the bathroom and brushed my teeth that I 
remembered the eager young minds awaiting inspiration 
from me at Parrs Wood. With that thought in my aching 
head, I set out on my journey to greet the students.
 Those interesting students and their somewhat 
unorthodox antics and pastimes, their misbehaviour, their 
detentions, their learning, or at least their ingenious ways 
to give the impression of learning, never fails to surprise 
me even after years of exposure to its front ranks.
 After breakfast I set out from Ireland via Cheadle 
(some people think that I travel in a magical car donated 
by a friendly leprechaun - obviously that’s not true; it was 
a fairy) to Parrs Wood. It’s a pretty long journey but I get 
by.
 Man, my first lesson was hectic. Late from rushing 
back from an anti-war assembly that I had just captivated 
the Year 10s with, I darted down the science corridor to 
see a myriad of miserable Year 9s, all either angry or upset 
with me for being so late. Geez, chill out guys- it’s not as 
if I’ve prepared this lesson. I blame Mr. McLynn though, 
he rambled on too much about punctuality, as always. I 
suppose it’s important but geez, not that important.
 The rest of the day was pretty average. Possibly the 
most outstanding thing of the day besides my fascinating  
assembly was when I scolded some students at break who 
were all squashing a patch of four leaf clovers outside. I 
was mortified and gave them all detentions immediately.
 This afternoon, I think I saw a glimpse of The 
Simpsons through the window of a year 10 psychology 
class, but it was hastily switched to a PowerPoint 
presentation on the impact of stress as I entered. The 
impact of stress could not have been  more evident in 
that room, as the teacher looked up from her computer, 
looking flustered, as if she had just done something she 
perhaps shouldn’t.
 I stayed after school for a short while going round 
with the master key unlocking everyone’s lockers, keeping 
my eye out for the shrine that was devoted to me that I 
read about in that magazine. However, all I could find was 
some fermenting PE kits and science goggles that had 
been stolen from one of the labs. I guess I’ll be tracking 
down whose locker that was…
 By 11 pm (quite early for me), I set out in my car 
back to Ireland. Overall, today was a 7-leaf clover out of 
10 and I left for home reasonably content.

As seen by Thomas Smith, Leo Burns and Elliot Buss
 

To die a death,
To weep a moan,
Silence cometh,

Hidden but shown.

Consolations spoken,
Muttered to dead ears,

All else gone and broken,
Silence yet appears.

Upon cloven hoof,
Or padded paw.

Waiting in the wings aloof,
Silence Evermore.

When ties are broke,
To thee we look.

When words do choke,
Silence is took.

When all else fades away,
As nothingness descends.

When words are kept at bay
Silence never ends.

Anonymous Author

The Secret Diary of
Mr McElwee

Silent Scream
Poem of The Issue:
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The Oxford Comma

Okay, I lied.  This one isn’t punctuation, 
it’s grammar, but it is nonetheless 
something we should all know about 
and use.  The ‘Oxford comma’, or 
the ‘serial comma’, is often used to 
resolve ambiguity in sentences with 
lists. Take this infamous sentence 
in the grammatical community 

The punctuation they won’t teach you 
in school

Punctuation: that dreaded AO1 that can be solved with a simple semi-colon and correct usage of it’s/its and your/
you’re but still gets on our nerves. However, if you have ever doubted that there is an exciting side to punctuation, 
be prepared to be amazed as we’ve put together a short guide to the more interesting side of the punctuation family.  

The Snark

Looking like a backwards question 
mark, the snark (otherwise known as 
a ‘percontation point’ or the ‘irony 
mark’) indicates irony or sarcasm.  
Example: Oh, really, I would never 
have guessed 

The Interrobang

A version of ?! that looks much more 
exciting – by definition it ‘combines 
the functions of the question mark 
and the exclamation mark’.  Example: 
You’re pregnant

The Exclamation Comma 
and Question Comma
This is one of my personal favourites, 
with the catch phrase “Just because 
you’re excited about something 
doesn’t mean you have to end the 
sentence”. The question comma 
is the exclamation comma’s sister.  
Example: I managed to get tickets  
which is amazing because they sold 
out in 5 minutes. 

Disclaimer: We don’t know if the 
exam boards accept these so we don’t 
encourage anyone to use these in actual 
exam conditions.  The Parrs Word cannot 
take responsibility for lost marks. 

as an example: “We invited the 
cheerleaders, JFK and Stalin”.  This 
can be interpreted as JFK and Stalin 
being the cheerleaders, which creates 
a rather entertaining, although 
undeniably odd, mental image.  An 
Oxford Comma, placed just after 
‘JFK’, clearly shows that we invited 
the cheerleaders, we invited JFK, and 
on top of this, we also invited Stalin: 

We invited the cheerleaders, JFK, 
and Stalin. Useful, eh? So take that, 
Vampire Weekend.
Isabel Maccabee, Year 11



Theme: Nature
Michael Lowe, Year 9

receive an edible prize. The theme is 
Comedy. We will be judging you on 
your creative approach to the theme, 
composition and technique. If you wish 
to participate, please send all photos 
and art as a high res JPEG file to:    

Are you a keen photographer, a 
budding poet, a short story author or 
a passionate artist with a good eye or 
a spark of talent? Enter our Creative 
Corner Competition for the chance 
to have your work published and 

theword@parrswood.manchester.sch.
uk with the subject as ‘Creative Corner 
Competition entry’  and make sure that 
you include your name, form and a title 
for your photo in the email by the 30th 
of March

We look forward to seeing your entries!



Staring awkwardly at the circle of students that had 
formed around him, peering at him in a seemingly 

menacing fashion, Charlie shuddered with fear as the 
almighty bully glowered down on him like a haunting 
demon leering over all. The situation was getting ever 
more tense as the crowd began to shout, “Fight, fight,” 
at the two as they threw their clenched fists into the air. 
Yet Charlie strongly disagreed with the sheer concept of 
fighting and would do anything to abscond from such a 
predicament. Instead he felt that the only good solution 
to the problem was to hug and make up and, before he 
knew it, he was already holding his arms out wide, ready 
to grasp the boy in a forgiving embrace.
 With a look of complete bewilderment painted 
across his face, the bully slouched backwards as Charlie 
approached him, but it wasn’t until Charlie managed to 
capture the befuddled boy in his arms did any sort of 
violence break out. The bully immediately reacted with 
a sudden, violent lunge forward, sending the innocent 
Charlie to the ground.
 “What do you think you’re doing you freak? Get 
off me!”, he exclaimed heatedly, as he sauntered off with 
the rest of the students into the assembly leaving Charlie 
floundering helplessly on the floor.
 “Hello?” asked a voice from the depths of Charlie’s self-
pity. Not so much a voice of caring as one of indignation 
but a voice none the less, and one showing at least some 
interest in his presence.
 Charlie turned to face this new voice, and was 
confronted with a small, swarthy girl with a face that 
seemed to have abandoned all features in a mission to 
become all cheek and hair. The girl had clearly been 
absorbed in the audible music screaming from her 
earphones, and in this stupor had only just avoided 
Charlie on the floor.
The girl reached down to help Charlie up, but only 
after asking, “what are you doing on the floor?” Charlie 
grimaced and flushed with embarrassment as she pulled 
him up, “well… erm…”.
 Charlie sat slotting his jawbone into the 
hollows between his knuckles. He had just sat through 
a thoroughly boring first assembly by the head teacher 
Mr Sokahs, who had replaced the old head after his 
mysterious disappearance during the holidays. He had 
been placed with an English teacher, Mr Wolf, another 
new replacement, whose narrow, slanted features, hunting 
eyes, shining grey hair and wolfish grin were enough to 
unsettle even the most positive students. Now he was 
sitting awkwardly in a dishevelled chair at the back of 
the class as the spiteful English teacher glowered at the 

students.  
 “Now, you will be getting your timetable for the 
week. You must write this up in the back of your planners 
in your best of hand-writing, any derisory attempts to 
scribble it down and I’ll be keeping you in at lunch to 
rewrite it, never mind asking you to pay for the planner 
you ruined,” he snarled callously, eying the class in a 
sinister fashion. “You, girl,” he exclaimed, smashing a 
large stack of already tattered and dilapidated planners 
onto the desk of a young girl towards the front of the 
classroom; Victoria, the same girl who had helped him 
up from off the floor earlier. “Distribute these, they’re the 
planners if you can’t read,” he remarked in a scornful and 
derogatory manner.
 Miserably Victoria stood up and began to place 
the planners gently on the desks. She feared that if she 
mishandled them any further that they might simply fall 
apart in her hands and that she would get the blame. She 
shuffled inaudibly towards Charlie’s desk and handed 
him the planner. However, as she did so, the boy in front 
of him, Matthew, the same boy who he had got into a fight 
earlier suddenly yelled out, completely rupturing the 
silence.
“What, I’ve got tech in LLG, nah is this some sort of 
typo?” he exclaimed, staring at the paper with a perplexed 
expression.
 The look of ire on the face of the teacher began 
to upsurge as he glared at the insolent child in front of 
Charlie. Then, his wrath was inexplicably replaced with 
a disconcerting, malicious smirk that would be enough 
to send any bat straight back into hell. “So, you’ve got 
LLG my friend… well, we can’t be having that, now.” he 
cackled threateningly. “Go to LG01 after school… I’m 
sure everything will sort itself out from there…”
 Charlie sat in his seat and peered over the bully’s 
shoulder to see what had been inscribed onto the boy’s 
period plan and indeed it did say LLG. It was then when 
he felt the inexplicable will to investigate the matter after 
school…
What should Charlie do? You decide!
A: Stalk the bully to LLG
B: Try to ignore it…
C: Inquire about LLG

VOTE NOW ON THE PARRS WORD WEBSITE!

By Elliot Buss, Leo Burns and Thomas Smith, all year 10

School is What You 
Make it: Part II
In which Charlie finds a friend, 
makes an enemy and discovers 
a mystery...

Artwork by Tavia Panton, year 12 

With the cost of degrees ever rising The 
Parrs Word wantes to make sure you make an informed decision of what to study and where to study it. To help you, we’ll be featuring a 
different university each issue and giving you a 
‘warts and all’ guide to studying in each one.

• A world-renowned academic record. There are 
few better places to study, with great teaching and 
research.

• Competitively priced university accommodation, both 
in halls and later in privately rented houses. Students 
of southern universities often incur far greater living 
costs.

• Fallowfield. Life in the student capital of Manchester 
is always exciting and never slow.

• Transportation. Oxford Road being the busiest bus 
route in Europe means that students are never left 
waiting. Buses run from halls all the way to the city 
centre, stopping at university buildings: easy!

• The biggest university in the country. A huge 
university with students from all corners of the UK 
and even the world. This constantly vibrant and 
changing environment keeps student life fresh.

• Manchester. The city itself is elite in every area; in 
sports, music, art, culture, architecture, clubbing, 
shopping, you name it, Manchester has it. 

• The enormous John Rylands University Library. 
Providing students with everything they need for that 
last minute cramming before exams.

• Competition for places is invariably fierce, with many 
courses interviewing applicants.

• Though cheaper than other universities, any potential 
student has to seriously consider the pros and cons 
of higher education in general with such a large rise 
in fees.

• It can feel at times slightly like a student bubble in 
the middle of a city. Occasionally peace and quiet can 
be hard to find.

• Again, Manchester can be a tad noisy; it may not be a 
university for someone who wants to spend their days 
reading poetry in long grass.

• There’s not a collegiate system like Oxford, Cambridge 
or Durham. Some students do prefer this more 
localized approach as you can feel lost in a university 
as large as Manchester.

• Having to wake up for lectures after a night out in 
the city!

• False hope that Premiership footballer Mario Balotelli 
will arrive and pay your library fines. (This never 
actually happened.)

Guide to…

PROS AND CONS

Having been a UCAS-obsessed sixth former, I understand 
the complexity of the higher education ranking system. I 
would advise you, though, to stop clutching your ‘Times 
University Guide’ and look elsewhere. The QS university 
world ranking system puts Manchester in the top 30, 
behind only 5 other UK institutions. Like many teens, you 
may want to run as far away from home as possible after 
18 years of Greater Manchester, but if you’re looking for a 
world-class university (with added convenience!) there is 
one on your very doorstep. Here we present the pros and 
cons of studying in the UK’s second city.

FUTURE
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By Conor McGurran, undergraduate at Manchester 
University



English literature 

Student’s View: Lauren Baker, Year 12
A word of advice. English literature is not for the faint-
hearted. And as much of a paradox as that may seem, I 
do mean it. As an AS student, I have had only a term’s 
worth of experience in the subject, but I can say that it’s 
a glorious choice to make. Be warned, you need to be 
passionate. I’ve had to learn things about literature I never 
even knew existed (including metre in all its convoluted 
glory), but I enjoy it immensely. It is a subject where your 
opinion is paramount, as long as you can justify it with 
evidence from the text.
 It broadens your horizons to other texts, 
movements and can even help you adjust your tastes to 
something you never thought you could possibly enjoy. 
Whilst the texts you study may be from a few decades ago 
(and more besides if Shakespeare is to be considered), 
their relevance can’t be discredited. It’s all about enjoying 
the words on the page and what they mean to you whilst 
also being able to streamline those opinions into concise, 
1,500 word essays. You will be expected to know every text 
inside and out, but with the depth you study in class, this 
should be the least of your worries. It keeps you busy, but 
as long as you’re passionate for literature, you should be 
able to take it in your stride.

Why is your subject the best?
English Language is the study of the key tool which 
makes human beings unique. You will learn to 
understand the hidden meanings which all written and 
spoken language contain and learn the terminology to 
explore these meanings. These issues are interesting in 
their own right, but studying them will improve your 
writing style; making you a more employable and critical 
student. In terms of language or literature my strong 
view would be that they are entirely compatible, yet 
different enough to be worthy of study in tandem.

English language 

Why is your subject the best?
Simple. Literature explores what it means to be human: 
the joy, pain, pleasure and sufferings of mankind. No other 
subject concentrates on feeling and thinking as much 
as this. Also, reading is to the mind what exercise is to 
the body. Literature inspires you to be more thoughtful, 
more compassionate and more analytical. I’m not English 
language bashing here, but I think literature is the best. 
Want to discover what the greatest minds have to say 
about life? Want to discover more about yourself? Look 
no further – join the Parrs Wood Dead Poets’ Society and 
study English lit!

Teacher view: Mr Dore Teacher view: Mr Fox

A-Level playing field

Picking your A-level subjects. A huge choice to make for a student with a vague idea about what they’re good at and 
what they want to do. Open days give you a rough idea, but the Parrs Word is here to help. Kicking off this feature 
we battle English language against English literature. We hope to give you... 

English literature 
In the blue corner...

English language 
The factsThe facts

What is the average class size for your subject?
12-18.

If possible could you give some statistics on your results 
for last year? 
A*-B = 50% 
A*-C = 82% 
With a student gaining a place at Cambridge to study 
English lit:

Which University course/Career would your subject be 
useful for?
Any, but especially for areas such as English, law, politics, 
journalism and teaching.

What GCSE grade is required to gain a place on your 
course?
Minimum of B in lit and B in language.

Are there any trips in your subject, if so what are they?
Yep, tons: theatre trips; lectures; John Rylands Library 
visit; Haworth trip.

What topics/units would be covered in your AS and 
A-level course?
Gothic horror, tragedy, American jazz age literature, 
Victorian poetry, Irish fiction.

What is the average class size for your subject?
12-18. 

If possible could you give some statistics on your 
results for last ywar?
A* - A = 19% 
A* - B = 67%
A*-C = 96%

Which university course/career would your subject be 
useful for?
It would be difficult to think of a university course 
or type of employment which did not value a 
comprehensive understanding of communication. Any 
degree course which requires essay writing at university 
will value the qualification and it is obviously perfect for 
any English discipline or linguistic study.

What GCSE grade is required to gain a place on your 
course?
B and above.

Are there any trips in your subject, if so what are they?
The Ryland’s Library and primary school visits for the 
child language acquisition unit.

In the red corner...
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Student’s View: Daniel Edmondson, Year 13
English Literature is about exploring what an author or 
poet is trying to tell us: perhaps about their characters 
and setting, or perhaps about society as a whole. But if 
you study English Language, you’ll know the reasons why 
they’re able to tell us anything in the first place, and that’s 
what I think is so incredible about it.
 It’s the kind of subject where there’s something to 
be said about everything; there aren’t that many courses 
out there which tackle a subject that has a really deep and 
complex effect on our lives, but Lang is definitely one of 
them. Even fewer could make you genuinely appreciate 
the surprising complexity of asking for a chocolate biscuit, 
but Lang is one of those, too. 
 I’ve learnt so much studying it and enjoyed it 
every step of the way, and I have no intention of stopping 
any time soon.
 And don’t be surprised if, every so often, there are 
moments when you just have to stand back and think that 
this whole language thing is really quite unbelievable.    

Collaborated by Holly Gosling, year 12  
 



wilderness. Take an overnight sleeper 
train between Delhi and Mumbai and 
enjoy a journey that hasn’t changed 
for nearly a century- and don’t forget 
to sample the street food available at 
every station stop.
The Colourful One
If there is one thing that India does 
well, it’s festivals. From north to 
south, there are innumerable and 
diverse festivals but one of the most 
popular is Holi, the springtime 
Hindu festival. Crowds throng the 
streets, smearing paint powder of 
every colour on people’s faces and 
spraying dyed water, all to the rhythm 
of infectious song and dance.

The Water One
The River Ganges. A 2,525km long 
swathe of water that is hugely sacred 
to Hindus and is a lifeline to the 
millions who depend on it for their 
daily needs. All along its length, the 
living wade in to wash away their 
sins and the dead are cremated on 
funeral boats. It is a hub of activity 
and is great for people-watching and 
feeling just a little spiritual. At dusk, 
you can buy a floating lamp and set it 
out onto the water with the hundreds 
of others bobbing on the ripples.

The Sun, Sea and 
Sand One 
Goa, hugging the western coast 
bordering the Arabian Sea, has 
beaches that dreams are made 
of. Glistening white powder sand 
stretches alongside pristine, sparkling 
water, dotted with palm trees, while 
sun-seekers sprawl languidly on the 
shore. It’s a picture postcard moment, 
where a stay in paradise is a welcome 
contrast to the chaos of Indian city 
life.

The Desert One
The Thar Desert stretches across the 
western state of Rajasthan like the 
remnants of a shattered hourglass, 
its sand sizzling in the 50*C heat. 
An incredible experience is to take a 
camel safari into the gigantic dunes 
and witness local nomadic life before 
camping out under a billion stars 
dancing in the night sky. 

The Lowdown
For return flights from Manchester to 
Mumbai you can expect to pay around 
£420, but the price will fluctuate 
depending on the time of year.
India is a relatively safe country to 
visit, though it is worth being aware 
of certain dangers and checking with 
the Foreign Office for the terrorism 
threat level at the time of departure.
Tourists need to get a visa before 
arriving in India. A general tourist 
visa costs around £30 and usually 
allows you to visit the country for 
90 days. Also, visitors need to have 
vaccinations for diseases such as 
yellow fever, but a doctor can advise 
you on the ones you need.
Ellie Britt, Year 11

A Gap Year In India

India is a multi-faceted country, 
encompassing many languages, 

cultures, religions and traditions, 
with a rich and fascinating landscape 
and history. It is a hub of business 
activity as well as a haven for spiritual 
types and sun-seekers alike. If you are 
thinking of taking a gap year between 
school and uni, then India may just 
be an excellent choice. Lonely Planet, 
a world authority on travel, has this 
to say of India: ‘there are two types of 
people in the world, those who have 
been to India and those who haven’t 
– what’s certain is that no-one who 
visits this nation of jungles, temples 
and tigers ever forgets it’. Take their 
word for it. A gap year in India could 
be one of the most eye-opening and 
memorable experiences you could 
hope to have.

The Experiences
The Wild One
India is one of the only places on 
earth where you can see a mighty 
Bengal tiger in the wild. With less 
than 2000 left in their natural 
habitats, they are now found only in 
the central plains and West Bengal. 
Their solitary nature and incredible 
camouflage can make them tricky to 
spot, so visit between October and 

April when foliage is at its thinnest 
for the best chance. To get really close 
and experience a whole other animal 
thrill, try a tiger safari from the back 
of a majestic elephant

The ‘Taj’ One
OK, this is an obvious thing to do for 
any tourist in India, but it is for good 
reason! The Taj Mahal is the majestic 
white marble monument built as a 
mausoleum for Shah Jahan’s wife in 
the seventeenth century. Although 
some believe that it is simply a tourist 

trap, an overrated attraction that will 
ultimately disappoint, this is truly 
not the case. It’s a catch-your-breath 
moment, absolutely spellbinding. 
Visit at dawn to see it literally 
shimmer as the day begins!

The Transport One 
India’s rail network is no ordinary 
one, it is a must-do experience for any 
traveller. India actually has the largest 
railway network in the world! Get 
lost among hundreds of commuters 
on board a train heading out into the 

Ellie Britt
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Job under the 
spotlight

Costume designer
Description of job Creating ‘the look’ of what anyone 
wears in a film, television, or theatre production.  Often 
involves buying or hiring ready-made clothes as making 
new clothes is expensive.

Salary Varies enormously - anything from minimum wage 
to the equivalent of £100,000 per year depending on 
the scale of the production; you are contracted for each 
job, not paid on a constant salaried basis. It’s a ‘feast or 
famine’ job.

A Levels English, other subjects that allow creativity, e.g. 
textiles, art

Routes to get there Work experience is critical, such 
as casual wardrobe work in theatres or working for a 
theatrical costume hire company.  It is possible to do 
degrees or other qualifications in costume design, theatre 
design, fashion, or performing arts.  Try to build up a 
network of contacts and take opportunities as they arise.  
Competition is fierce!

Universities University qualifications are less important 
than work experience, however universities offering 
specific costume related courses include Wimbledon 
College of Arts, University of the Arts London, 
Nottingham, Edinburgh, plus some others.

Appeals to those interested in... textiles and fashion, 
theatre and film. 
Isabel Maccabee, year 11 with help from John 
Sharman

6.00 am Arrive on location. 
Check that supporting cast is in costume then go to 
the main actor’s trailer.  For the film, multiple versions 
have been made and some have been “distressed” and 
“broken down” as the character should look like he is 
rags by the end of the film.   
Check his stunt man has changed into his correct 
version of the costume and that hair and makeup is as 
good a match as possible.

8.00 am Breakfast meeting. 

8.30 am Discussion with director about stunts to be 
filmed and how many ‘repeats’ of main costumes are 
available.

9.30 am Leave set and drive to costume hire company.  

10.30 am Fittings at costume hire company. There is no 
time to make new costumes for a minor character that 
has been cast late and the costume house has already 
put together a range of possible options.

12.00 am Drive back to location for lunch. The amount 
of extras in costume means that it’s all hands on deck for 
the costume team to make sure everything looks good on 
camera.  This also means ensuring the assistant directors 
choose the best dressed extras and positions them in the 
foreground of each shot.

4.00 pm Filming going smoothly.  Given ‘golden rod 
script revisions’, which are alterations to the film script 
that need scouring for any changes to the costumes 
required for the film.

5.00 pm Back to wardrobe truck.  Some of the wardrobe 
team are preparing the next day’s costumes. Speak 
to productions office to sort out issues regarding 
transportation of costumes that need to arrive in Malta 
by next week. 

7.00 pm Drive home to do last minute research about 
uniforms and medals that were initially required much 
later in the shoot, but are now needed in a couple of 
weeks as the scene is being shot in another location.

11.00 pm Bed!

Day in the Life

With 20% of 16 to 25 year olds out of work in the UK, 
The Parrs Word is commited to helping you get into that 
magic 80% - and making sure you know all the options.

Ah, the Parrs Wood sixth form 
common room, a melting pot of 
diversity in every way, shape and form 
possible. Different races, cultures, 
religions, ideologies and yes, dress 
senses, with an array of different 
styles and trends from the world 
of fashion tastefully showcasing 
themselves.
 But there is one thing that a 
large proportion of girls in this sixth 
form wear, something that falls into 
an unashamed and persistent gap 
in fashion reporting. So we took it 
upon ourselves to investigate unique 
ways of wearing a 
headscarf. 
 But why do 
Muslim girls wear 
pieces of fabric on 
their heads? I mean 
what’s the point? 
Without turning 
this into a religious 
education lesson, the 
whole idea behind 
the hijab is modesty 
and protection, and the liberation of 
going about your business without 
people judging you on how you look. 
 With respect to this core 
belief, one could argue that by 
making the hijab fashionable it 
is making it more attractive and 

hence contradicting the essential 
and primary purpose of wearing it. 
My personal justification is that by 
styling the hijab I can take more pride 
in actually wearing it and use it as 
means to express myself rather than 
trying to look or be attractive. It isn’t 
supposed to compromise modesty, 
it just looks more creative and can 
be more for the sake of yourself 
rather than others. In addition, 
some girls may just want to achieve 
outfit consistency and compliment 
their headscarf with the rest of their 
clothes. 

 So can 
Muslim girls care 
about fashion? YES. 
And judging by what 
I’ve seen, girls with 
those beautifully 
coordinated hijabs 
u n d o u b t e d l y 
know a thing or 
two about style, 
surely. Although 
obviously not all 

girls care about fashion, being a 
Muslim definitely doesn’t deny 
you self-expression and from my 
‘observations’, coming from an 
all-girls Islamic school myself it’s 
not hard to notice a few key trends 
amongst the fashion conscious 

It isn’t supposed 
to compromise 
modesty, it just 
looks more 
creative

A big trend is the headband trend; putting 
a headband on top to secure the scarf, it 

doesn’t have to match the colour of the scarf.

A decorative look: the stripe-layer trend, 
which uses a scarf of a different colour 

underneath the ‘main scarf’ to create a two-
tone effect or to clash colours.

There’s the more quirky style where you can 
add cute accessories such as bows, flowers or 
even feathers to make it look that bit more 

original

Mode-st
Hajra Mubashar explores the unexplored! 

‘hijabis’. 
 Hijab fashion does exist but 
has never really been acknowledged, 
so we went out hunting for chic 
and interesting ways of wearing 
the headscarf, and discovered 
some common trends popping up! 
Needless to say, wearing a scarf on 
your head and making it look stylish 
is undeniably difficult to pull off, 
it proves to be a complicated and 
challenging piece of ‘headwear’; 
perfecting the look is almost an art in 
itself. 
 First of all, everyone has a 
their own unique way of wearing it, 
almost like a hairstyle in a way, the 
different ways to wear it are endless! 
  I can only conclude this 
article by forecasting any forthcoming 
headscarf trends; specifically the 
introduction of less conventional 
fabrics for the actual scarf such as lace 
and chiffon rather than pashmina, 
and clashing your headscarf rather 
than matching. The style will 
probably become less regular, with 
more intricate folds and finally more 
chaotic styles that look artsy rather 
than elegant. So there we are, the low 
down on headscarf fashion! There 
really is a lot more to ‘hijab’ than 
meets the eye so its fair to say the 
headscarf definitely establishes itself 
into style. Taboo trend? I think not. 
Hajra Mubashar, Year 12
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Junaid
Ahmed

Daniel
Edmondson

Dan
Lea

Ara
Faraj

Name
Where are your clothes from?
Whose style do you admire?

Rebekah Douglass
Next and Kalaederscope
My own

Ciara Stagg
New Look
Audrey Hepburn

Leigh Ennis-Ryder -  Best Dressed
H&M, River Island and Topshop
Vera Wang

Olivia Johnstone
Republic
Vivian Westwood

Abirami
Peacock
Blake Lively

Ichchha Karki
New Look
Salma Heyek

Ara Faraj
Burton
Sheldon Cooper

Junaid Ahmed
Pakistan
Shahrukh Khan

Dan Lea
Tailor made
Mr Holt

Daniel Edmondson
River Island, Levis & John Lewis

The Parrstorialist - Formal Special

Inspired by the popular fashion blog The Sartorialist, The Parrs Word took to the 
corridors of Parrs Wood Sixth form to find willing volunteers to share their formal style with us.

Rebekah
Douglas

Ichchha
Karki

Abiramy RajeswaranOlivia
Johnstone

Leigh
Ennis-Ryder

Ciara
Stagg
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10/10 The 20’s trend: 
We’re thinking beads, feathers and 
drop waists. Think back to MIC 
season finale. Think forward to Baz 
Luhrmann’s Great Gatsby. 

9/10 Nightwear as Daywear: 
beautiful printed pyjamas - all over 
the catwalks – Stella McCartney, 
Jonathan Saunders and Tommy 
Hilfiger.   We will be buying ours from 
Zara and Oysho. (For inspiration 
watch New Girl on 4od)

8/10 Peplums: 
The latest silhouette trend, (basically 
a flounce of fabric at the waist that 
lies  accentuates the hips) – were 
always up for a laugh!

7/10 Lana Del Ray: 
If you haven’t heard her Video games 
song, then you live in a cave. 

6/10 Douglas Booth: 
Our favourite actor for 2012. Great 
Expectations. Romeo and Juliet 
remake. Mmmmmmmm… 

5/10 Death of Hawkins Bazaar: 
where will we buy our wind up 
trinkets from now?!

4/10 Onesies: 
They were great. But their time has 
passed. Need new night wear? See 
above.

3/10  Big Brother: 
Channel four has ditched it. Does 
that not say it all?

2/10 Crowded common room: 
apparently it will be sorted long 
term… but in the short term all this 
studying needs spaaacceee!

1/10 2012: End of the world? 
We’re just not feeling it. 

Grace Kelly is one of the most 
admired women in the world, 

an Oscar winning actress, beloved 
princess, and most of all a dateless 
style icon. Her period of fame in 
the 1950s may have been short, but 
nevertheless Grace is remembered 
for her truly graceful persona and 
brilliance.
 This Lady of Monaco is one 
of the most sophisticated, classy style 
icons who ever walked the earth, her 
simplistic and natural look is one 
which is nothing less than legendary. 
However, with Miss Kelly peaking at 
her stardom in the early 1950’s she 
had some pretty tough competition 
with the likes of Judy Garland, 
Marilyn Monroe and Sophia Loren. 
Although her competitors may rise 
up to challenge Grace’s style, none 
of them could ever perfect the simply 
styled dresses and look so elegantly 
extravagant. When marrying her 
husband Grace soon attained a title 
which topped any beauty pageant, 
Princess. 
 It is still clear today that 
Grace has influenced the very 
height of fashion when her wedding 
dress sparked inspiration for Sarah 
Barton’s bridal gown, which was so 
beautifully modelled by the Duchess 
of Cambridge on her wedding day. 
Her style was so renown all over the 
world that her famous use of the 
‘Hermes’ leather bag to hide her baby 
bump is now named ‘the Kelly bag’. 
 Her style was so simple that 
it’s easy to repeat in any decade and 
look timeless. She wore dresses that 
followed a Shift or A-line silhouette 
and sometimes long ballet skirts; her 
colours were a mainly light pallet 
like nudes, pinks, and very light 
blues. Grace wore mostly long length 
sleeves and off the shoulder dresses 
usually in a satin fabric, accompanied 
by minimalist jewellery and those 
famous white gloves.  
 If you want ideas to copy 
Grace’s style, try: a woollen pencil 

skirt with a white shirt and a silk scarf 
around the neck; a printed blouse 
with high wasted tailored trousers; or 
even just a pair of pearl earrings. You 
can try anything as long as it gives 
you the effortlessly elegant look!
 So if you are hitting the 
town, going to a party or just dressing 
up and want your style to look 

Grace Kelly: Style 
Icon

refined and classy just ask yourself 
this: ‘What would Grace do?’ For 
you can sleep easy at night knowing 
that Grace Kelly’s look and style will 
never die as it is a look which defeats 
time itself. 
Ciara Stagg, Year 12

On November 17th 2011 fans 
queued for hours outside H&M 

on Oxford Street to get their mitts on 
the Versace for H&M collection. But 
what’s the deal? Why is it that one fan 
queued from 4:45 the previous after-
noon and the website crashed due to 
such a influx in traffic ; the answer – 
as ever – a bargain. Not the breed of 
bargain that H&M is used to selling 
though - but a unique opportunity 
for the hard core fans to get slashed 
prices compared to Versace main line 
garments. With the popular new col-
lection including pink leather dress-
es retailing at around £200, we cash 
strapped students might still see the 
price tag as bonkers but compared to 
the average four figure sum price tag 
for Versace – it’s a frenzy for fanatics.  
 However Versace for H&M 
isn’t the only designer high street col-
laboration making a splash. Recent 
years have seen a climbing number 
collaborating creations. H&M have 
bucked the trend 
with the number 
of collaborations 
over the past year 
reaching double 
figures – includ-
ing collections 
from Karl La-
gerfeld, Stella 
McCartney and 
Roberto Cavalli. 
Topshop is well known for its Kate 
Moss collections and Aldo has re-
cently collaborated with Preen, JW 
Anderson and Mark Fast. 
 I know what you’re think-
ing though: why would a designer 
ever offer a cheaper slice of its pie? 
Well, firstly it creates a buzz around 
the designer, often making them a 
household name. Also it causes a me-
dia whirlwind with magazines, news-
papers and bloggers letting the world 
know who to wear. One could say it 
gives the consumer a more attainable 
hit that leads them crawling back for 
more leather cut out  dresses, printed 
silk scarves and fruit cocktail print 

blouses! 
 So what are the high street 
stores thinking here? Well these col-
laborations can raise the profile of a 
shop or brand. Also they nearly al-
ways lead to an increase in customer 

numbers and 
general sales 
and that’s al-
ways welcome 
in these dark 
days of bank-
ruptcy and 
shops going 
bust. 
 So what 
should we be 

watching out for right now? Well 
H&M will be facing the crowds again 
for a Marni collaboration in March 
(on the 8th for those people making 
note). They’re also collaborating with 
David Beckham for a “bodywear” col-
lection modelled by … wait for it… 
David himself. For pattern enthusi-
asts Mary Katrantzou (designer of the 
moment) will be making waves with 
her collection for Topshop that hits 
stores 14th of Feb. So, start saving 
now and if the collections finally end 
up being hideous anyway – we can al-
ways sell them on Ebay to raise funds 
for the next collaboration! 
Georgia McMahon, Year 12

Dresses retailing at around 
£200... compared to the 
average four figure price 
tag for Versace 

Collaboration for the 
Nation!

Microtrend
Aztec

Aztec style we spotted around 
school.
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Structured reality is a 
concept which, like many 
others, I struggle with. 
Rather worryingly, it 
appears that the people 

involved in this relatively new 
phanomenon share my confusion. 
On a recent panel show one of  the 
stars of The Only Way Is Essex (or 
TOWIE for short) claimed “It’s real 
but it’s set up” – and the precedent 
of the structured reality ‘star’ is set. 
With this level of confusion, we really 
must ask what “scripted reality” is - to 
me it surely must be an oxymoron! 
  According to current 
producers, the birth of these shows 
was supposedly an evolution from 
the reality shows of past, such as 
Big Brother. After all, reality shows 
are not new to our TV screens; we 
have endured and enjoyed many 
series of Katie and Peter’s various 
shenanigans, Big Brother, or I’m a 
Celebrity… but this is something 
different altogether. Even a producer 
of TOWIE acknowledged that there 
is little difference and that “to film 
fame-hungry but seemingly talentless 
young people in their natural 
environment rather than in one big 
house” was not all that different.
 However, it appears they 
all have a common theme: they all 
accentuate the stereotypes of the 
region in question. Perhaps this 
alienates us from such cultures,  
educates us or simply  creates  
inaccurate idols who are the subject  
of ridicule – under the pretence that 
“it’s not really real”.  
 Unsurprisingly it has caused 
controversy, in particular the raunchy 
Geordie Shore. When it was first 
aired, the Labour MP for Newcastle-
upon-Tyne had a few choice words: 
“I think it’s totally unrepresentative 
of Newcastle…I think there should 
be a limit on how much alcohol 

a broadcaster can pour down the 
throats of young people to provoke 
sensational acts.” Promising to raise 
such questions in parliament, the 
fuming MP was somewhat alone 
in her plight. Ofcom received 20 
complaints – out of 330,000 viewers 
(MTV’s best viewing figures in years). 
The show clearly convinced and 
entertained some.
 So why are they so popular? 
What makes 1.4 million tune in to 
“The Only Way Is Essex” every week?. 
It has even won BAFTAs and can be 
held responsible for kicking off the 
onslaught of shows such as Made in 
Chelsea, Desperate Scousewives and 
Geordie Shore.  
 Put simply, people are 
nosey. The element of fear of others’ 
suffering is made bearable through 
the mask of “structure” and the 
element of surprise. Relation to 
characters is emphasized by the 
“reality”. Retaining the real names of 
the participants makes it seem even 
more real – fueling our celebrity 
obssessed culture. 
 The fact that these characters 
then lead lives outside of the show 
sustains interest and makes them 
more accessible. Particularly through 
mediums such as Twitter (with the 
endearing Joey Essex - a TOWIE star) 
accounting in detail his seemingly 
never ending trips to Nandos - 
structured reality fans are constantly 
appeased by these ‘characters’. 
 Maybe that’s why we love 
them – they are depicted as ordinary 
and their ups and downs supposedly 
have an effect on their lives after 
the programme. They have longevity 
and the depiction of such characters 
can make people believe that every 
resident in the chosen region is their 
duplicate. Structured reality shows 
may be a confusing concept but they 
are almost certainly here to stay…

Structured reality: the only way?
The facts on shows like The Only Way Is Essex and Made In Chelsea. How much is real and how much is 
as fake as their tans?

Living in and around Chelsea, the 
residents do little else other than 
socialise, making you question how 
they can pay for all those cases of 
champagne...

The original structured reality show 
depicts these infamously stupid 
Essex girls and guys breaking up, 
making up and back-stabbing. 
Expect tears, plastered on makeup, 
perma-tans (men and women) and 
some really stupid comments, to 
which they are all oblivious, in this 
inventively nicknamed TOWIE.  Based on the American hit show 

“Jersey Shore” in name and nature 
– and shows Newcastle’s “guys” 
and “gals” drinking, drinking and 
drinking. 

What?

Who?
Caggie, Binky, Spencer and 
Proudlock. No, I am not lying.

Sayings
“Binky-ism” – created unwittingly 
by Binky for her inane comments, 
stemming from her belief that 
Charles Dickens wrote “Winnie the 
Pooh” and Africa is in fact a country.

What?

The slightly more normal names of 
Holly, Ricci and Rebecca.

Who?

Well one of them, rather worryingly, 
believes that they “have a degree in 
pulling girls”. 

Sayings

What?

Mark Wright who recently came 
runner up in I’m Celebrity… and 
Amy Childs, a recent housemate in 
Big Brother – they clearly can’t get 
enough of reality.

Who?

Sayings
“Reem” – made famous by Joey 
Essex (yes that is his name), meaning 
something is particularly good – we 
are also confused.

Holly Gosling, Year 12
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The Artist.
 The Audience.  
  The Internet.

Three of our writers investigate the 
constantly changing face of the music 
industry; for consumers and creators alike

Photographs: Matthew Walsh



The wizardry of the 
Internet. The brilliance 
and ease of exploring the 
arts and communication 
accessible wherever you 

are. Loved by all, you may think. 
However, the rise of the internet 
alarmed members of the music 
industry, as well as many fans. Could 
music survive? 
 Illegal downloading sites are 
a temptation to young people. We 
know full well that the majority of 
society is using these sites and that 
the generation before us have all had 
a go at copying onto tape. But this 
is a more desirable 
world to be 
immersed; it’s easier 
and cheaper.   
However, what a lot 
of people seem to 
forget is the pure 
beauty that comes 
from music. This is 
derived from the 
talented musicians 
whose music we 
love. So don’t we at 
least owe it to them 
to consider how 
downloading music 
illegally may harm 
them? 
 Music, like 
everything else, is a money game. 
We’ve had record companies who 
always have and always will continue 
to strive for the prize at the end of a 
record deal: money.  No matter how 
talented the band or musician, if they 
are not predicted to be successful 
and therefore valuable, then they 
are not worth anything to the record 
companies. 
 All these labels do is go 
out and look for ‘talented’ bands 
and encourage them to sign a deal, 
in which the label gives them an 
appropriate amount of money to 
‘satisfy’ them and keep them wrapped 
up in a bubble of absurdity. This 
makes sure the company still earns 
a reasonable profit (by reasonable 
I mean completely ridiculous). 

Georgia Robinson examines the arguments for and against
Their job requires little compassion 
and creativity. Compare that to the 
talented musicians that make up some 
of the greatest bands. Ask yourself: 
who is the mastermind behind an 
album? I digress. So perhaps people 
don’t want to pay for an album when 
the majority of that money goes to 
these arrogant record companies. 
Or maybe it’s a lame excuse and the 
alternative answer is because it’s free! 
 There are also many 
struggles that new bands face, such 
as becoming noticed and making a 
career out of performing music. The 
illegal downloads will have more of 

an impact on 
them than 
anyone else. 
They don’t 
have money 
to fall back on 
and if people 
continue to 
d o w n l o a d 
illegally, they 
won’t have 
the album 
sales to satisfy 
the record 
c o m p a n i e s . 
No money, 
no deal, less 
music! 
  Yo u 

could perhaps argue that bands can 
still make money from tours and 
such, and so it’s merely a hurdle that 
bands must face. But is that fair? 
 We can’t generalise that 
everyone in the music industry is 
motivated purely on the basis of 
money. Many musicians perform 
because it is what they love to do. 
 But can we question music 
being devalued? Wasn’t there a time 
when people looked forward to 
getting their pocket money so they 
could go out and buy a record? 
 Now we’re entering into a 
situation where music is not valued, 
where it is becoming the norm to 
get it for free. Constantly available 
free digital music means that many 
people are not actually bothered 

Are poor music fans 
unfairly victimised?

We are motivated by 
the idea of listening 
to amazing music... 
so to criticise people 
who download 
illegally because 
it’s free is like 
criticising their very 
nature

about a physical copy of the album, 
and so a new album loses the feeling 
of ‘money-well-spent’.
 However, it’s obvious that 
people download music illegally 
because they love it. If they didn’t 
they wouldn’t bother with it. So 
why are we being criminalised and 
hunted by the very people we love, 
just because we love them? It’s 
ridiculous! We are motivated by the 
idea of listening to amazing music 
and we want to find as much of it as 
possible. So it is the desire and the 
interest which causes us to listen to 
music in the first place, that then 
encourages us to find as much of it as 
possible. So to criticise people who 
download illegally because it’s free is 
like criticising their very nature.
 Could illegal downloads even 
be the best thing for the band? A lot 
of people simply download music 
illegally to sample it. At the end of the 
day, you only want to spend money 
on something you actually like and 
will get a good use out of. If that 
means you have to buy every single 
album that gets a good review or 
somebody recommends to you, then 
that is a perfect way to put people 
off buying albums. In the same way 
that a band lets you download a track 
from their new album (such as The 
Rakes did with Klang) for free, or 
releases their EPs at no cost to you 
(as did Frightened Rabbit), it doesn’t 
put you off buying that album. 
 These ‘loss leaders’ will 
benefit the band elsewhere. Whether 
it has urged you to buy their album, 
to buy tickets to their gig or even tell 
a friend about this great band, it is 
working out better for the musicians 
in a long run. 
 Perhaps we should come to 
a mutual agreement with the music 
industry: when we have the money 
to buy these amazing albums, we 
will. When we can’t afford them, you 
shouldn’t give us such a hard time!
Georgia Robinson, Year 11

With an ever-
increasing source 
of free, self-
released music 
available on the 

internet at the click of a button - how 
does this change what we listen to 
and how we listen to it?
 In the age of the internet, 
many things have been made easier 
for us. From online shopping to 
cat videos, the internet has made a 
great variety of things more readily 
available and accessible than ever 
before. However, one 
thing that has clearly 
been influenced 
more than people 
might expect is the 
way in which we 
find and choose the 
artists that we listen 
to.
 When the 
website “Myspace” 
was introduced in 
2003, the website’s 
ability to let 
musicians easily 
create an artist page, 
upload their entire 
discography in 
MP3s and display it 
to the world caused a great rush of 
unsigned musicians to flock to the 
site and promote their music to the 
masses, some artists (such as Lily 
Allen) even finding their big break 
through the service. With more 
recent sites such as SoundCloud and 
Bandcamp, it’s never been easier for 
someone to establish them self as an 
artist and find a fanbase, eventually 
leading to attention from media or 
even record companies - a perfect 
example being 60s pop revivalists 
“Cults”, who created a buzz 
throughout the internet when they 
dropped the single “Go Outside” on 
their Bandcamp page in early 2010.
 However, with it now being 
so easy for artists to get hold of basic 
recording equipment and audio 
software to record and release their 
own material through these various 

websites, we can already see a shift 
from the traditional rule of the major 
record label, many new artists choose 
to self-release their music rather than 
sign to an independent (or “indie”) 
record label. Manchester-based band 
“WU LYF”turned down offers of 
contracts from record companies 
after gaining attention when they 
made several tracks available through 
their website, going on to release 
their debut album this year without 
the support of a label. Even bigger 
names have been seen to experiment 

with self-
releasing their 
music. Highly-
p r a i s e d 
British band 
“Radiohead” 
choosing to 
make their 
c r i t i c a l l y 
a c c l a i m e d 
2007 album 
In Rainbows 
available via 
download with 
a “pay what 
you want” 
scheme after 
their 6-album 
contract with 

EMI finished. 
 While the album was unable 
to enter the charts before its official 
retail date (around two months 
after being made available online), 
it entered the UK charts peaking at 
number one on the week of the retail 
release. With the money made from 
the pre-release of the album being 
higher than the profit from the total 
sales of their last album “Hail To The 
Thief”, this release approach was 
clearly well received by the audience.
 So with more major bands 
choosing to self-release their material, 
and this new culture of “bedroom-
pop”, the future may not fare well for 
the dominance of record labels, but 
more importantly (for us, anyway), 
how does it affect listeners? Well, 
there’s no doubt that the expansive 
world of music to be found online 

for free is a fantastic opportunity 
for music-lovers to search for and 
discover new artists. “Spotify” offers 
a huge library of both lesser and 
well known artists available free for 
streaming - but is the effect that the 
internet has on the way you listen to 
music all for the best?
 When anyone can hop on to 
a laptop with basic audio software 
downloaded from the internet and 
produce half an hour of beats in 
a day which they can then upload 
to their SoundCloud, this has the 
potential to saturate the web with 
average-sounding, uninspired ideas, 
making it even more difficult to pick 
out those special artists in a sea of 
generic sounds. Don’t get me wrong 
- it’s fantastic that this creative outlet 
is so much more accessible to people 
than ever before, but with such a 
low barrier for entry (that appears 
to be only getting lower), it’s not 
long before the sounds recycled by 
thousands of amateur artists over 
the internet become worn out and 
boring.
 That’s not all either. Does the 
fact that music has become so readily 
available for free on demand devalue 
music? With digital downloads for 
almost any album at your convenience 
without the “fuss” of owning a 
physical copy, has the purchase of an 
album lost the personal connection 
that many music-lovers look for? The 
current state of the music industry 
and the spread of the internet only 
raises more questions in the future 
will all music be self-released? Will 
all music be free to listen to, with the 
actual ownership of the music being 
what we pay for? Still, with all of the 
commotion surrounding how it’s 
being released, it’s easy to forget the 
whole point of it actually being made 
anyway. So, at the end of the day, just 
remember to sit, relax, and enjoy the 
music.
James Iball, Year 12

Is physical music 
obsolete?
James Iball on the changing status of physical music

When anyone can 
hop on a laptop 
with basic audio 
software...this has 
the potential to 
saturate the web 
with average-
sounding, 
uninspired ideas
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I must confess to a sad habit. If I 
am to hear an album I’m quite 
fond of, I’ll proceed to ravage 
through the Wikipedia page of 
either the album or the artist 

and then search for influences on 
this album, whether of a literary or 
musical nature; anything really, just 
something to feed my addiction to 
music, books and film. 
 As I searched the third Arctic 
Monkey’s album ‘Humbug’ I noticed 
that Wikipedia had blacked itself 
out, refusing anyone entrance to 
the website in protest of two things 
known as SOPA and PIPA. As I was, 
you’re probably wondering what on 
earth this means. 
 As Wiki informed me, SOPA 
is the “Stop Online Piracy Act” and 
PIPA is “Protect Intellectual Property 
Act”: Little did I know that the 
biggest fight for personal freedom in 
the western world for decades was 
ahead of us. The purpose of these acts 
is to highlight and blacklist major file 
sharing websites such as Pirate Bay 
on which virtually any piece of film 
or music can be downloaded freely 
within seconds, then terminate them. 
 So where does free speech 
enter all of this? It basically creates 
a firewall between America and the 
rest of the world, in which they can’t 
access any copyrighted material. 
The implications of the bills are 
worryingly totalitarian. Sharing any 
copyrighted material via Youtube, 
say you’re singing a cover of your 
favourite song or perhaps you’ve 
posted a video of your child dancing 
to some chart number, you could 
find yourself with a prison sentence. 
Posting a link to a song on Facebook 
could leave you in prison for 5 years. 
Just to sum this up for you, I am an 
avid link poster - within the past 
month alone I have posted 21 videos 
including two Biggie Smalls bangers 
and probably the most beautiful 
song of all time Pinball Machine by 
Lonnie Irving (no do listen to it, I beg 
of you, it’s perfect), now call me old 
fashioned but isn’t that a bit absurd, 
that I could be imprisoned for at least 
105 years? Well maybe 105 years is 

Kane Martin:
SOPA, PIPA and me

acceptable for me, but for some other 
unlucky person this seems excessive. 
 This Orwellian horror 
also has economic implications. IP 
Addresses of computers would have 
to be monitored constantly, as would 
social networking sites like Facebook 
to make sure you pesky piglets aren’t 
posting anything which is not your 
artistic property. The man-hours 
this would account for would be 
monumental, and of those caught 
just think how many people illegally 
download, the IFPI (International 
Federation of the Phonographic 
Industry) have recently concluded 
that 95% of music downloads are 
illegal. Prisons are overcrowded 
anyway; to do such a task would force 
massive chunks of the population in 
prison that would cripple any country 
who attempted anything like this.
 If the bills were indeed 
passed, websites such as YouTube 
would have to be shut down as 
most of their videos are in fact film 
clips, teenage girls singing bad 
songs badly or backyard wrestling 
amongst overweight Texans who walk 
into their gardens to the sounds of 
‘Bad’ period Michael Jackson guitar 
solos just like the real wrestlers do.  
Regardless of the quality of the video, 
it’s still artistic expression and any 
form of it should not be repressed; 
especially not for capitalist suits with 
cigars.
 So why has this happened? 
Basically, billionaires have lost $135 
Billion due to us ‘downloaders’. 
We should be basking in this 
achievement. The money flow has 
trickled down to lesser known 
artists. The importance of word of 
mouth has never been so vital. Our 
radio stations are in a paralytic state 
and from personal experience I can 
confirm this. Every Sunday I work 
at cafe in which we are forced to 
endure Jason Donovan’s slot, which 
no thought is involved in, the same 
garbage is repeated weekly whilst 
that Muppet who was on Neighbours 
announces people being born. 

If it wasn’t for bloggers and 

small record shops posting 
recommendation lists regularly of 
the latest music, there simply would 
be no other scope at all. Bands are 
successes due to illegal downloading, 
people are now in the mindset of 
‘I’m going to try before I buy’, which 
is highly sensible. Surely this easy 
accessibility helps new bands get 
known, so that they can rake in the 
cash at gigs. 
The music industry has changed 
with technology. Businesses really 
need to take this into account before 
trying to alter public information. As 
mentioned previously $135 Billion 
is a lot of dosh and this argument 
alone has found favour in congress. 
If America changes, others are only 
to follow. The Apocalypse is in sight 
folks and it’s coming quick. 
 P.S. I felt that this small 
notification needed to be added. 
Days after writing this article, the 
following was announced on the 
news. Republican Lamar Smith 
who proposed the bills has stated 
to have postponed them stating that 
he’s waiting “until there is wider 
agreement on a solution,”. Although 
obviously this doesn’t mean that 
the bill is eradicated from existence 
(as it should be), but it does show 
that protest history has been made. 
No demonstrations required, just 
a click of a button and you’ve got 
saggy skinned corpses with bad 
smiles known as republicans fearing 
clicks. Now go and be autodidactic 
by thinking not just clicking and 
watching. 
Kane Martin, Year 12

The cinema is a great night 
out. It doesn’t mean the 
film is...
 “Cinema is dead”. 
Ask yourself this, when 

was the last time you saw a good 
film? And by ‘good’ I don’t mean 
that ‘cute’ CGI-ed chipmunk that 
sings like Dappy on helium and has 
eyes like a bushbaby. It’s a pathetic 
excuse for a film. I mean a film which 
will stand the test of time like Rebel 
Without a Cause, Diamonds are a Girl’s 
Best Friend, and the Bond chronicles. I 
think it’s about time that 2011 started 
putting grease into its cake tin and 
bringing something decent to the 
table.
 This came to mind when 
hearing about the death of a 
revolutionary playwright, Shelagh 
Delaney. A real jewel to behold, she 
was the talk of Britain in the 1950s. 
Her society slapping screenplay A 
Taste of Honey, her most renowned 
film: a timeless classic because of the 
message it portrayed and represented. 
Even though Shelagh was a ‘one hit 
wonder’, her film twisted the very 
fibres of British cinema. 
 This should be the reason 
why we celebrate cinema and treasure 
timeless classics. Not because some 
pouting twig of an actress does 
another ‘groundbreaking’ drama 
about a war-time love who gets 
transported to the future by some 
warp in the matrix before being 
faced by dinosaurs, having to do a 
really hard ballet dance losing her 
ability to talk normally and being 
sectioned because she couldn’t keep 

a cold frosty complexion. Quick give 
that girl an Oscar! It’s unfeasible the 
amount of films out there like that.
There should be a prosecution for 
continual bad film making as I do 
believe it is a form of internal man 
slaughter. I think I may be entitled 
to some form of compensation for 
being singed in the eyeballs by 
David Slade’s directing in this year’s 
Twilight. Reconsidering, Stephanie 
Meyer was the main felon in this 
horrific excuse for a story, sentence: 
Death (by stoning with every copy of 
that awful book). 
 Another point, do we need 
to vaccinate the screenwriting 
department? Because currently it’s 
been an ongoing trend for movies to 
be duplicating rapidly like malignant 
cells. We need to do something quick 
before this becomes an epidemic. 
Writers everywhere coughing, 
sneezing and vomiting up the same 
slimy storylines, letting the inglorious 
vapour which made them writers in 
the first place evaporate out of their 
heads and condensates back down as 
thick black gooey ectoplasm which 
mocks and incinerates the birth of 
great films. Remakes.
 Within the economic crisis 
I agree big blockbuster Hollywood 
movies are not what we should be 
injecting our money into to create 
a test-of-time miracle. We’re just 
asking for a little Originality, please? 
With the credit crunch, times are 
tough especially on the film industry. 
No-one wants to see a cardboard 
Hogwarts, puppet-like planes, or 
Sarah Jessica Parker’s real forehead.  

 But you don’t need much to 
film a small time artistic movie with 
a hearty realistic storyline. Some of 
the best films are small budget and 
why? Because they have a better 
connection with the audience, want 
to believe this was real-something to 
go home, spread around their humble 
abodes and talk about-that one film 
that was simple and amazing.
 I’m making a public plea to 
all budding directors, writers and 
film enthusiasts in Britain. Get out 
your aprons, preheat that camera and 
measure up your cast; we are going 
to get past this dry spell and cook 
up a storm. No more boring tedious 
storylines sieve out that saliva, get 
out that bright spark and pour in 
enough to knock Grandma’s socks 
off. I speak for Britain, for critics and 
miserable people everywhere when 
I say give me something edible. Not 
sloppy and lumpy with a bitter taste, 
I want something crunchy, edgy with 
some ingredients I didn’t even know 
existed on this planet. Because one 
day I want an usher to understand 
when I say these words to his dunce-
slapped face: Give me a modern 
classic to go, and make it snappy! 

Ciara Jayne Stagg, Year 12

Future Films (a recipe for disaster)

Some rights reserved by m4tik
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Anyone who’s ever 
broached the subject 
with me knows that 
the Twilight saga has 
my head turning a full 

360, Exorcist style. I’ll be fair, I love 
romance as much as the next guy. 
Girl. Whatever. But to me, Twilight 
crosses a line. Romance is great up to 
the point where it seems to go beyond 
common sense; where writers start 
knocking at the door of a tired literary 
cliché: “I’ll do anything for love”. Ms 
Meyer has, by now, practically moved 
in.
 Cheers to Bella, the oh so 
ordinary, oh so troubled, oh so tragic 
little heroine who finds herself faced 
with life’s most difficult decision: 
what to do about that perfect guy 
in class. Any trashy magazine or 
knowing relative could probably 
have given her quite a simple answer 
and ended our suffering before the 
book ever really began, but no, Bella 
has to think about this one. Not to 
imply she’s not intelligent, though, 
she’s read ‘Wuthering Heights’ 
(oh hello there, attempt to make a 
literary parallel) so she’s got all her 
smarts about her. At least its author 
seems to think so, since she so often 
propounds the strong message of 
choices for women. That’s what 
feminism is all about, she dictates. 
 Feminism is really more 
to do with equal levels of social, 
political and economic rights for 
both men and women. It’s not just 
about choices, since we can choose to 
do things that don’t empower us. 
But what strong, positive choices 
does Bella make, I hear you cry? 
Well…I hate to disappoint, but we’re 
not even given any. It would be a 
small comfort if we were, but sadly 
not. As an example, Bella chooses 
to tell us more about what Edward 
Cullen is doing moments before 
she thinks to tell the reader that oh, 
actually, there’s a van hurtling at her. 
This is in Chapter 3, by the way, so 
we’re off to a fantastic start. Priorities, 
sweetie, priorities. When your life is 

in danger, it’s probably best not to be 
having covert eye sex with some hot 
guy.
 It doesn’t end there though. 
Bella is so enamoured with this Mr 
Cullen, she would throw herself off 
a cliff for him. Literally. She dives off 
a cliff, on the assumption that he’ll 
come and save her. Not only is this 
more than a little bit obsessive, but 
check out the message: who needs a 
sense of self-preservation when you 
could have your handsome prince 
rescue you instead?
 In terms of fictional role-
models, as it happens, Bella Swan 
surely sinks like a dead weight to the 
bottom of the list. Her father buys her 
a car (that she almost crashes because 
she’s looking at you-know-who) and 
she still calls him “dad” with only the 
greatest reluctance. Nobody likes her, 
except guess what? Everyone seems 
to like her, she just doesn’t really pay 
anyone other than attractive vampires 
all that much attention. And let’s not 
even mention the whole supernatural 

love-triangle.  
 Edward’s no bastion of moral 
excellence either, though. The guy 
has a few…tendencies that kind of 
put a blot on the whole Mr Darcy 
thing.  Everyone wants a boyfriend 
that considers physical abuse a great 
flirting technique, right girls? When 
Bella tells Edward that she doesn’t 
think he’s that scary (Meyer hastens 
to tell us that she’s lying here, just 
to make sure that Bella doesn’t 
accidentally have a real opinion), 
he rugby tackles her, pushing her 
against a wall. Swoon. And of course, 
there’s nothing more romantic than 
watching your girlfriend sleep at 
night. But only after you’ve come 
in through her window without her 
consent, otherwise the magic just 
isn’t there. Is it possible to take a 
restraining order out on the undead?
 Every so often though, Meyer 
belches out something that is just 
so unspeakably disgraceful that it 
half surprises you that the book 
doesn’t spontaneously combust into 

Twilight: sucking the life out of 
Feminism?

a cloud of shame and disgust. Case in 
point: when the two of them finally 
get around to it, Bella wakes up the 
next morning to lots of bruises and a 
smashed-up headboard. Any person 
with half an inch of sanity would 
run to the police, but Bella decides 
she loved it. You can now be assured 
that she is completely qualified to be 
a full-time doormat, dear reader.  Or 
perhaps after Bella faints for smelling 
a drop of blood across a room (this 
apparent disorder is never mentioned 
again, just FYI) and decides she 
wants to go home. Edward reacts 
as any concerned partner would: 
he grabs “a fistful of [her] jacket in 
one hand” and drags her to his car 
despite her protesting. But it’s all in 
good intentions, right?    
 As a final point, there’s the 
whole “chastity porn” thing, as it has 
been affectionately termed by both 
the media and the book’s critics. 
Looking past all the aforementioned 

dodgy ethics, Edward will not ‘bite’ 
Bella until after they are married. In 
other words, she’s being kept pure 
and wholesome until marriage. Does 
this sound familiar? A feminist author 
would not seek to indoctrinate her 
readers with a (definitely opinionated) 
lesson on sexual morality. Because 
they support the choice, yeah? The 
eradication of those outdated social 
pressures on women? Sound familiar, 
Stephanie? Clearly not.   
 There’s something a bit 
worrying about the effect it has on 
people. It’s as though rose-tinted 
spectacles are actively required to 
read the thing. Nobody seems to see 
the ridiculousness because it’s “all 
for love”. I’m sorry, I didn’t realise we 
were living in 1950. I’ll go and fetch 
my apron. 

Daniel Edmondson, Year 13
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To the test
E

xam season: we’ve all 
been there. Sleepless 
nights, skyscraping 
stacks of notes, early-
morning ‘I’ll be 
late!’ stress, endless 

‘booster’ sessions, feverish evenings 
of last-minute homework, even the 
odd panic attack – and that’s just the 
teachers. Those six weeks in May and 
June, plus another three in January 
if you’re really lucky, can seem like 
a murky, interminable tunnel, with 
the long summer holidays the distant 
glow at the end. And then: results 
day (cue spinal shiver and X-Factor-
style scary moment-of-truth music). 
Finally, if by some miracle our 
faculties are still intact, we can read 
or listen to the headlines: ‘Quarter of 
exams graded an A... GCSEs now fail 
to stretch the brightest pupils’ (The 
Daily Telegraph) or ‘Easy exams a no-
brainer’ (The Sun). Ouch.
 Michael Gove, the privately-
educated Tory minister in charge 
of Britain’s schools, has described 

the ‘entrenched culture of dumbing 
down’ and a ‘comprehensive decline 
in examination standards’. But are 
exams really getting easier? Are the 
skills and knowledge you learn for 
GCSEs retained? Do exams really 
prepare you for a successful career? 
We asked the teachers of Parrs Wood 
– skilled, knowledgeable, and in 
excellent careers – to swap subjects 
and take today’s exams and compare 
them with their own O levels.
 On average, grades went 
down; teachers’ marks were higher 
in their O levels (where comparable) 
than in their GCSEs. However, this 
basic statistic is too simplistic. As 
anyone who has managed to stay 
awake during a year 10 or 11 assembly 
will know, revision is horrifically 
vital to exam success. Mr Blake and 
Mrs Rahman, the two teachers who 
revised (or at least the only ones who 
admitted to it) did very well, with a B 
and an A respectively. But they may 
also both have had another advantage: 
essay subjects scored far more highly 

overall than science papers. What 
does this tell us? It seems that subjects 
like English and history teach widely 
applicable skills, whereas specialist 
knowledge – a mental store of facts 
– is required for science exams. This 
is why being ‘good at science’, as Mr 
Platt (as a geographer) must be, is not 
enough to pass the paper. The skills 
of analysing a text, writing an essay, 
and, as Mrs Rahman charmingly puts 
it, ‘fluffing’, stay with you – perhaps 
they are more applicable in everyday 
life.
 “It used to be, you were 
taught the subject and then took 
the exam”, says history and politics 
teacher Mr Crawford. “Now it’s all 
based on the exam.” Other teachers 
have described student apathy 
towards areas of a subject which 
aren’t enshrined in the syllabus. Mr 
Wike says that he has noticed “that 
students and teachers are so focussed 
on exam performance that the study 
of a subject for its own sake is pushed 
aside”. Increased publication of 

Photographs Matthew Walsh. Left to right from the top: Mr Blake, Mr Crickett, Mr Langford, Mr Midgley, Mr Platt, Mrs Rah-
man, Mr Wike,  Mrs Wright and Mr McElwee

Exams are getting easier: we’ve heard it all 
before. But can the GCSEs we know and love 
really be that different from the O levels of the 
past? Rebecca Grant puts nine teachers... 



Mr McElwee
Head of KS4 and science teacher
Subject: English literature
Grade: A
“Sir, we’re writing this article for 
the Parrs Word on exams and grade 
deflation and stuff – you know, are 
they harder than they were back in 
the day and all that... so we wondered 
if you could possibly spare half an 
hour to do an exam... English lit... no 
honestly, it won’t be too hard, it’ll just 
be part of a paper... unseen poetry... 
no, well obviously you can see the 
poem in the exam, but you don’t have 
to prepare beforehand...”. We finally 
managed to persuade Mr McElwee 
to spend half an hour on a poetry 
mini-essay and he turned out to be 
one of the most successful teacher 
candidates, moving one grade up 
from his own O level. His insightful 
response was praised by English 
teacher Mrs Holden for its ‘integrated 
quotations’ and ‘thoughtful 
interpretations’; more analysis and 

Mr Platt
Head of Humanities
Subject: Biology
Grade: F

Mr Platt is not a happy bunny. He got 
two As in his double science O level 
but couldn’t pull off this 90 minute 
long Biology paper, which is given 
only to candidates who have chosen 
to take Biology as a separate science 
at GCSE. His answers are thorough 
and knowledgeable and he answers 
every question; but the key terms 
demanded on the mark scheme, 
which Parrs Wood students learn 
through six intensive lessons a week 
plus innumerable study guides and 
revision aids, are lacking. For example, 
for a question about minerals being 
taken up the root hairs of plants, Mr 
Platt writes about ‘the difference of 
concentration of minerals inside and 
outside the plant’; the mark scheme 
demanded the phrase ‘concentration 
gradient’. He is justifiably frustrated 
by the narrow criteria and the erratic 
breadth of the syllabus: “What 
relevance will frogs have in my life? 
Ever?” We’ve all asked- or been 
asked- similar questions.

materials such as detailed marking 
criteria, practice papers and tiered 
assessment objectives mean that 
students are constantly aware of 
exactly what they need to put in to 
achieve the next level – however, a side 
effect of this is that the perspective 
on a subject can be narrowed, with 
time-pressured pupils discouraged 
from seeking a wider knowledge 
base. Examiners across all subjects 
look for specifics that are taught 
in class – Mr Blake didn’t know to 
use personification, but an A grade 
language student will go into an exam 
with a mental checklist of rhetorical 
devices to spew all over the paper.
 This does not mean that 
exams are getting easier, as our 
teacher guinea pigs will agree. They 
are different. There is crushing 
government pressure to fulfil narrow-
minded criteria (because if you don’t 
get your five passes plus maths and 
English YOU WILL DIE). This has 
incentivised exam boards to provide 
resources which make it easier to 
predict what grades students will 
get before they take tests, so we walk 
into and out of exams with a good 
idea of what level we’re likely to get. 
This panders to the target culture 
pervading our education system and 
promoted by our government.
 So what can we do here at 
Parrs Wood? Unfortunately we need 
to play their game, but we should also 
try to remember that we take subjects 
not just to get the qualification. What 
seems to have passed Michael Gove 
by is the idea that we should learn 
to enjoy it. In the words of Mark 
Twain: ‘I have never let my schooling 
interfere with my education.’

Mr Blake
Head of Physics
Subject: English language
Grade: B

“I’m shaking,” says Mr Blake (sarcasm 
suspected) as he comes to collect his 
results slip. He grins when he opens it. 
“B! Obviously exams have got easier, 
I only got a C in the real thing!” His 
account of an encounter with ‘Stan 
the tramp’ on the Greyhound Express, 
marked by English and Media teacher 
Mrs Midgley, was commended for its 
punctuation range, varied paragraph 
structures and ‘good use of humour 
and cynicism’, although ‘more use of 
language devices and sophisticated 
structure’ were needed to boost his 
grade. 

alternative interpretations may have 
pushed him up into the A* grade.
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Mrs Wright
Deputy Headteacher and ICT 
teacher
Subject: Physics
Grade: U (unclassified)

Mrs Wright opens her results 
envelope and beams. “I got three 
marks! How did that happen?” It’s 
because according to the laws of 
probability random box-ticking will 
sometimes work. There is a distinct 
suspicion that she didn’t take this 
challenging higher-tier physics 
paper very seriously; when asked 
why ultrasound is used in preference 
to x-rays she wrote that ‘Mums are 
happy to see the baby and can usually 
buy a photo’.

Mr Midgley
History teacher
Subject: French
Grade: C (but only one mark off a B)

Mr Midgley, who is studying for a 
GCSE at Thursday’s Italian club, has 
not studied French since his own 
exam eighteen years ago. The main 
difference, he says, is the content: 
“When I did it, it was just ‘John 

went to the beach’- now it’s all about 
acid rain and the Internet’. Can he 
speak enough French to get around 
in France? “Yes. Acid rain isn’t too 
common a conversational topic.” 
C’est la vie.

Mr Wike
Head of History
Subject: Geography
Grade: E (Although this is generous, 
as most of the paper was written 
in pencil, and we all know that 
examiners will refuse to mark 
anything not written in black ink.)

“Geography? It’s just colouring in,” 
says Mr Wike confidently. Daily. His 
reaction when asked to do an AS 
Geography paper (well, he does teach 
it at Key Stage 3, so we couldn’t let 
him get away with a GCSE) was 
slightly less measured. His turn of 
phrase, though probably not suitable 
for direct quotation in a magazine 
with a young readership, was less 
than serene- and he confesses that he 
was awarded a D in his own A level. 
In his attempt at the 2011 paper, 
eight out of 25 available marks were 
lost because of his refusal to face 
up to figures (he wrote that ‘this is 
MATHS not Geography!!’) and key 
terminology was not used- examiner 
and head of Geography Mr Kelso-
Davies circled the phrase ‘bigger 
blobs’ when it was used to describe 
a graph. His target for improvement? 
‘Support comments with evidence.’ I 
doubt he’ll be talking about colouring 
in at any time in the near future.

Mrs Rahman
Maths teacher
Subject: History
Grade: A

“Oh my God, oh my God, oh my 
God,” wails Mrs Rahman when told 
she’ll be taking a GCSE in history. 
“I’ll fail. Don’t make me do it. Please. 
I’ll fail.” She looks like every Year 11 
feels from about April to June- horror 
stricken and stressed. Mrs Rahman 
was actually one of Parrs Wood’s 
History students in the late 80s, and 
Mr Wike started at Parrs Wood in 1984 

Mr Langford
Head of Science
Subject: PE
Grade: C

As a science teacher, Mr Langford 
answers the biology parts of this paper 
easily; however, he struggles with the 
specifics that GCSE PE students 
would learn from the revision 
guides. He can’t, for example, label 
the Sports Participation Pyramid. 
His grade, however, was probably 
dramatically affected by missing out 
an essay question- never a good exam 
technique.

(teaching, that is). We ask him to mark 
her paper. He praises Mrs Rahman 
for ‘good general understanding’ and 
using ‘updated knowledge well’. Mrs 
Rahman said that she ‘can’t believe 
it!... On reflection I think the main 
difference between my sitting an 
exam now compared to when I was 
16 is that I know what kinds of things 
examiners look out for and I looked 
at how many marks were available 
for each question so as to decide how 
much detail to put in. Also my general 
worldly knowledge is greater than 
it was then, so even the questions 
which I hadn’t researched I could 
still attempt with a little general 
knowledge and a lot of fluffing!’

Mr Crickett
Head of Year 7 and science teacher
Subject: Art
Grade: B

‘Well, it’s got character, hasn’t it?’, 
laughs art teacher Mr Davison when 
shown Mr Crickett’s ‘Self Portrait in 
a Striped Suit’ in the style of Henri 
Matisse. He says he is being ‘gener-
ous’ with the grade but praises the 
‘expressive use of line’. To improve 
Mr Crickett must ‘add bright bold 
colour and incorporate pattern in 
the style of Matisse’. Mr Crickett 
seemed pleased with his result, de-
claring that he had always known he 
had a ‘natural flair’ for art. However, 
he dropped the subject at fourteen 
in favour of home economics.

Heartfelt thanks and apologies 
to all the teachers who took the 
time to take the exams and to 
those who marked the completed 
papers. 
Rebecca Grant, Year 12
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Having the strength to 
resist the messages 
thrown onto us by the 
media isn’t just about 
every time you flick on 

the TV, read a magazine, or glance at 
a billboard; it’s an on-going internal 
battle.
 Did you know that in a study 
recently conducted, it found that 92% 
of girls want to change something 
about their personal image? 
Shocking, right? Or perhaps it isn’t, 
because you’re one of those girls 
who aren’t happy when you look in 
the mirror and see the person staring 
back at you. 
 However, it’s not only girls 
that the problem is restricted to. 
Another study found that 20% of 
people who suffer from eating 
disorders are male. 
Self-esteem among teenagers is at its 
worst in Britain, and more teens than 
ever are feeling the full blown effects 
of it. The question on everyone’s lips 
though is “why?” So, why is it?
 Part of the reason –and 
probably the most obvious, too- is 
some of the images displayed in 
the media. The ASA (Advertising 
Standards Association) say that 
almost every single image we lay eyes 
on in magazines, on billboards, on 
posters and more has, in some way, 
been altered; whether that is through 

airbrushing, digital enhancement or 
photo manipulation. These images 
aren’t realistic and it’s how to train 
your brain into seeing that which is 
the hard part. 
 Everywhere we look we see 
flawless skin, enhanced eyes and 
everyone’s favourite, the ‘perfect’ 
body. Although, in reality these 
people don’t look like that at all! 
We need to realise this so that we 
can recognize that these images just 
aren’t the way people look.
 You can train yourself to 
remember that the vast majority 
of images have been airbrushed 
or retouched in some way. We can 
increase our awareness and the 
awareness of others’. Some of our 
social media is telling us that the 
way we look isn’t good enough for 
their glossy magazines, but we can 
tell them that their glossy images 
aren’t going to trick us and we can 
see beyond the mask of ‘photoshop’ 
manipulation and fakery. 
 On a last note though, I 
wish to leave you with some food for 
thought. Whilst we’re at an age where 
we can recognize that things aren’t 
quite what they seem, what about the 
younger generation? The children 
innocently playing in the playground, 
the kids digging up worms, perhaps 
your little brother or sister? They’re 
much more suggestible than us and 

they don’t understand the truth about 
the fake representations of beauty.
 We might find they’re trying to live 
up to impossible expectations of 
flawless beauty and the perfect figure. 
Those targets just aren’t reachable. 
What happens to the children who 
strive for the impossible and are let 
down and feel worthless and ugly 
when they can’t meet the media’s 
perfection? Personally, I don’t want to 
know. I want to solve and overcome 
this problem before we’re faced with 
a generation of youth who have no 
self-value. 
 So, please, stop wasting 
your time wishing you were better 
designed. You are you, and you’re 
perfect that way. 
 Hypothetically speaking, if 
there was a room full of everyone 
in the world and I threw you on 
stage and asked, ‘Who thinks this 
person is beautiful?’ I can absolutely 
guarantee you that at least one 
person out there would raise their 
hand. Because that’s what you are. 
You’re beautiful. No matter what 
anyone says or how the media plans 
to condition you otherwise to buy 
their new foundation. Please, prove 
them wrong and look in the mirror 
and realise you’re beautiful, because 
you’re you, and no-one else. 
Lucy Sutton, year 11

We can’t airbrush it under 
the carpet any more
An article on the illusion of beauty present to us. By Lucy Sutton.

Mr Shakos, Head Teacher

What have you done 
today to make you 
feel proud?
Every morning 
I stand out at 

the front of the school as the clock 
ticks towards eight thirty-eight, and 
as students jog and then sprint for 
the door I wish them good morning 
and thank them for getting in on 

time. Meeting students and being 
associated with them makes me 
proud.
We are young... are we free?
Is anybody free? We like to think 
we can express ourselves within 
reason, without hurting anyone else. 
Freedom is linked to the constraints 
that society puts on us. Are we totally 
free? Possibly not.
Do you ever wake up in the morning 
feeling blue?
Yes, absolutely. I often wish I had 
another half an hour in bed. But I’ve 
developed a mechanism- as soon as 
the alarm goes I turn it off and leap 
out of bed all in one motion. That way 
I don’t have time to feel blue. When I 
feel low it’s generally because I don’t 
have much to do. I sometimes get 
down when I’m on my own.
Do you get by with a lil’ help from 
your friends?
I don’t really have very many teacher 
friends- though that sounds like I’m 
a Billy-no-mates! I get on with every 
staff member and sometimes meet 
Mr Smith and Ms Wrigley in the park 
at the weekend- our children play 
together. I suppose my wife is my best 
friend- we both bring something to 
the relationship to make the other a 
better person.
Were you acceptable in the 80s?
I was sad in the 80s. I was a big Wham! 
fan. George Michael had a Greek 
Cypriot father and I thought, if it can 

happen to George it can happen to 
me. I styled myself on him- stubble 
beard, streaked blow-dried hair.
The only one who could ever teach 
me was...
I learnt a lot from my mother and 

father, and my wife. I try to learn from 
every interaction. It’s said that you 
learn the most from your enemies. 
I’d like to think I don’t have any but 
I definitely learn a lot from people I 
disagree with.
Were you born this way?
I like Lady Gaga, but No. I’m the 
product of my upbringing, family and 

I don’t need to worry 
about losing my hair!

friends. I won’t be the same person 
in 12 months’ time. I’m more patient 
now than I was and I’m more at peace 
with myself. Having kids was the best 
thing that ever happened to me. I’m 
no longer the centre of the universe!
Do you wanna be a billionaire? How 
frickin’ bad?
Not that bad actually. Sometimes I 
do sit here and wonder what I’d do 
with that kind of money. I’d like to 
make a difference to as many lives as 
possible.
What do you go to school for?
It’s the hope to make a difference. It’s 
the same reason now as when I was a 
trainee teacher.
Should we be talkin’ about a 
revolution?
The term revolution has become 
associated with negativity, anarchy, 
people on the streets. Should 
people express their concerns? Yes, 
but not if it hurts others physically 
or emotionally. The government 
shouldn’t be taking money away from 
schools but it’s a tough one; this 
country’s got a lot of debt. Individuals 
go into politics for the right reasons- 
to make a difference- but they have 
to be affiliated with a party, which 
produces a conformed output.
Are you a believer?
I believe that there’s something 
we don’t understand, that we can’t 
pick up with our five senses. It’s 
interesting. But I respect people 
who follow a religion and those who 
choose not to.
Do you look good on the dance 
floor?
No. There’s an age you get to when 
you stop looking good and it starts 
being Dad dancing.
When I’m 64...
I don’t need to worry about losing my 
hair! I’ll hopefully still be alive- I want 
to see my daughters, aged four and 
seven, grow up and be happy. Will I 
still be at Parrs Wood? Hopefully the 
students and staff will have got bored 
of me by then. But never say never!

Interview by Rebecca Grant; 
photograph by Matthew Walsh

Teacher Feature
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Rain rain go away, come 
again another day”. 
A rhyme we may find 
ourselves uttering on 
a regular basis here in 

monotonous Manchester, hoping 
to rid ourselves of the seemingly 
omnipresent rain. Unfortunately, 
rhymes don’t send weather fronts 
packing, however much you chant 
them.
 It’s understandable why so 
many of us view the weather with 
such pessimism; Manchester alone 
receives an average of 700 mm of rain 
per year and has an average of 140 
days of wet weather per year, severely 
contrasting with the 1394.5 hours 
( 58 days) of sunshine we receive, 
on average, per year. The reason for 
our 140 days of bleak, pessimism 
is that Manchester is surrounded 
by the Pennines to the North and 
East. When a south-westerly wind 
rolls in, it brings in moist Atlantic 
air which takes the form of clouds. 
When this damp air hits Manchester, 
it is forced up by the wind to climb 
over the Pennines. As it rises it cools 
into water droplets, and it rains. The 
Pennines, The Welsh mountains and 
the highlands of Scotland provide a 
large rain shadow for the majority 
of eastern England, which is why 

westerly places like Glasgow and 
Manchester for example, receive 
almost double the amount of rainfall 
as Edinburgh and York, because all 
the moisture has fallen on our over- 
flowing floodplains. All that is left is 
dry air!  
 Our temperatures are hardly 
anything to shout about. According to 
the Met office, our mean temperature 
is a measly 10˚c. I found this a tad 
dubious at first, but if you think about 
it, 10˚c seems about right .Not too hot, 
not too cold. The middle. When have 
you heard Heather Stott mention 
‘Manchester’ and ‘scorchio!’  Or 
‘Manchester’ and ‘arctic conditions’ 
in the same sentence? Manchester’s 
temperature is regularly the korma of 
the curry world.  
 This is changing though. 
Due to global climate change, we are 
receiving extremes of weather, like the 
winter of 2010 when 6 inches of snow 
covered the ground and temperatures 
of 1˚c were considered ‘warm’, or the 
summer of 2006, when we regularly 
received weather above 30˚c and ice 
creams were pointless, since they 
melted the instant a ray of sunshine 
greeted their glistening white faces. 
We are not just seeing extremes. 
We are also encountering oddities. 
The WMO (World Meteorological 

Organisation) claimed that 2011 
saw Western Europe face the driest 
spring and wettest summer on record, 
counteracting our expectations of the 
seasonal climate.
 Weather can be like our best 
friend on some days, and like Rebecca 
Black on the others.  It can deceive 
even the brainiest of meteorologists, 
meaning us common folk are fed 
guesstimates, leaving us with a 
soaking wet t-shirt or the face of a 
cooked lobster. .However, sometimes 
it’s not the weather forecasters fault.  
Modern technology has advanced so 
much; the 3 day forecast is almost 
80% correct.  As Graham Parker, 
‘legendary’ weather forecaster of 
the 70’s, once said ‘We [weather 
forecasters] are rarely wrong, you just 
don’t listen’ 

Photography and text, 
Matthew Walsh, 
Year 12

Explain the rain
Matthew Walsh brings the science on the way the weather works

“

The year 2011 will be 
remembered for many 
things: the UK riots, the 
death of Bin Laden, the 
royal wedding, numerous 

devastating natural disasters and a 
dangerously threatening European 
financial crisis, but perhaps the event 
that will have the greatest effect on 
history is the Arab Spring. Millions 
of people across the Middle East 
revolted and overthrew the oppressive 
and violent regimes that had ruled 
their countries for decades, from the 
protestors in Tahrir Square, Egypt 
to the demonstrations in Libya. This 
was a fight not only for democracy 
but for a fairer way of doing things.
 What, you may ask, does this 
have to do with the encampment 
outside St. Paul’s in London? Or 
the protestors on Wall Street in 
New York? The answer, apparently, is 
inspiration. The Occupy movement, 
which now claims to have 2,000 
groups around the world, say they 
were inspired to take to the streets by 
the actions of those in the Arab world 
last year. They are protesting against 
corporate greed, corrupt political 
systems and the unfair distribution 
of wealth in western societies. In 
essence, a fairer way of doing things.  
 In my view, it all started 

with a single Tweet. Something 
that would once have taken months 
of planning and meetings to 
organize began with less than 140 
characters: Sept 17. Wall St. Bring 
Tent. #occupywallstreet. This simple 
yet brilliantly effective command 
symbolises the very attitude of the 
whole movement. Real people, not 
following a handbook, making it up 
as they go along. A constantly growing 
and evolving protest; no leaders and 
a fresh approach to doing things. It’s 
no surprise, then, that it has been 
heavily criticised by big businesses, 
the political elite and the right-wing 
media. The criticism ranges from the 
bizarre (complaints about late night 
samba drumming), to the somewhat 
reasonable (a lack of realistic aims) 
and the downright dangerous 
(suggestions that all protest should 
be banned). Just like any community 
or society, the Occupy movement 
isn’t without its faults: disputes with 
the church, fights with the police and 
some problems with drink and drugs 
in the camps are all points that have 
marred what has otherwise been a 
peaceful and accommodating protest.
 Their arguments are 
truly compelling though; you will 
undoubtedly have heard of the global 
recession, the credit crunch, rising 

tuition fees and public sector cuts. 
But despite Cameron and co’s claim 
that ‘we’re all in this together’ not 
everyone is feeling the pinch. A recent 
report found that income inequality 
has risen faster in the UK than any 
other country in the world; 1 percent 
of earners now control 99 percent 
of the world’s wealth. Bonuses paid 
to gob-smackingly wealthy bankers 
regularly reach into the billions while 
many can scarcely afford to live.  
 As young people, we may 
question how much this affects us. 
After all, we don’t pay taxes or bills, 
school seems more like a chore than a 
fundamental right and the politicians 
in Westminster seem very far away.  
 However, it won’t be long 
before we’re off to university or 
entering the infamous ‘real world 
of work’, where we will be paying 
taxes and be asked to choose who 
we want running the country. What 
the Occupy movement represents is 
dissatisfaction with the status quo 
and a refusal to allow the weakest 
amongst us to fall while the powerful 
walk all over them. It is a natural 
response from a society in crisis, a 
symptom of a failing economy and a 
by-product of a political system that 
resists change. Most importantly, it’s 
necessary.

Dear 
Democracy... 
   

2011: A year of change

Gabriel Fleming examines 
the democratic year that was
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Looking at Margaret Thatcher’s 
infamous reign as Britain’s first 
female Prime Minister, such 
emphasis was placed on the fact that 
she was a woman. The thought of a 
woman returning to Downing Street 
seems to induce  a  feeling akin to 
scepticism in the masses. Perhaps 
this is because Thatcher was such a 
divisive figure, but nevertheless, a 
sense of tangible uncertainty seems 
to linger around the idea. So, you 
could conclude that in Thatcher’s 
short-term electoral success, came 
long- term political uncertainty for 
those women who aspire to hold 
British office themselves, or perhaps 
it is simply because there has not yet 
been a woman who has managed to 
captivate her party and potentially 
Britain’s electorate as well as her 
male counterparts. 
 On the other hand, Christine 
Lagarde became head of the IMF 
after Strauss-Khan was forced to 
resign on the back of a sex scandal, 
albeit one in which the charges were 
dropped. Despite this, Lagarde, as a 

woman, was still a welcome change. 
It feels like this era heralds greater 
equality for women in politics. 
 But women are making 
progress in many branches of society. 
Say what you will about Lady Gaga’s 
music and controversial image, but 
she has made way in a Madonna 
-esqe fashion for women in modern 
mainstream music to dispel the 
predcitable, ‘pretty’, objectificated 
image of old, developed by 
mechanical artists such as The 
Spice Girls, Britney Spears and 
Girls Aloud and has made way for 
strong, empowering female artists. 
Gaga is seen as an independent, 
a woman who has sold 23 million 
albums under her own steam, and 
has been described as one of the 
most influential people on the planet 
by many respected publications 
including Time magazine. 
 But how does Lady Gaga 
have anything to do with the women 
heading the Eurozone crisis? Well, 
I believe that popular culture is 
the place to start because in some 

respects it defines us; it’s about how 
our society plays, what it wants to 
be, to do and to become. The image 
of women as objects, as things to be 
protected, to be admired, but not 
really respected in a professional 
sense, seems to be at the root of 
most portrayals of women. And this 
is where some of the  problems of 
inequality really stem from. 
 As progressive as it may be, 
all this boils down to something far 
beyond the concerns that western 
feminism has had over the last few 
years. All the progress we’re making 
in the workplace, in politics, popular 
culture, even the emergence of 
paternity care and a better work-
life balance for working mothers 
is making life for Western women 
better and more equal.  But what 
about the rest; what about women in 
Saudi Arabia who are not allowed to 
drive? What about the women in Iran 
and Somalia being stoned to death 
for adultery? The Libyan uprising 
has seen women promised greater 
political freedom with promises 
that women will be ministers and 
ambassadors, but the question of 
when still seems to hang in the post-
revolution air.  
 Feminism is about achieving 
equality for women everywhere, 
it’s about respect and equal 
opportunities. The word feminism 
is becoming tired, weighed down by 
its connotations, of men-hating and 
bra burning when in fact feminism 
is simply about equality; equality 
between men and women, and a 
description of the ongoing ascent of 
women everywhere to achieve it. In 
its own way, Lady Gaga’s image might 
be as important as Angela Merkel’s 
and Christine Lagarde’s, but certainly 
all should be recognised for showing 
how women are at the forefront of 
our society, and how women are every 
bit as capable as men. 

Jessica Emmerich, Year 12 
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 What do public sector 
workers, environmentalists, caravan 
owners and John Prescott have in 
common?  Sounds like the start 
of a bad joke... in fact they’re just 
some of the people offended by 
Jeremy Clarkson. His most recent 
headline grabbing remark was that 
the strikers should be shot. However 
ignorant and stupid this comment 
may seem, far more worrying was the 
response by some. Calls for him to be 
arrested were not only ridiculous but 
dangerous. This isn’t a dictatorship. 
Freedom of speech is not selective 
but a key principle of a pluralist 

democracy (at least in theory). This 
applies to the Occupy protests just 
as much as to Mr Clarkson; countless 
politicians and media personalities 
have said that they support the 
right to protest, but not too much 
or for too long. It’s that ‘but’ that’s 
the most worrying; who chooses 
when protest is and isn’t acceptable? 
The government? The media? ‘The 
public’? Whether or not you agree 
with the message or the methods, 
it’s critical that people are able to 
exercise their right to protest.
 Time magazine recently 
named 2011’s Person of the Year 

as The Protester. The significance 
of not awarding it to a politician, 
businessperson or celebrity, but 
instead to the faceless image that 
represents real people all over the 
globe should not be underestimated. 
As 2011 fades into history and we 
enter into the unknown that is 
2012, it’s impossible to predict if the 
Occupy movement will remain in 
its current form or if free and fair 
election will come to the Middle East, 
but one thing that is certain is that 
the efforts of the protesters around 
the world will have a huge influence 
on the year ahead.
Gabriel Fleming, Year 12

As the Eurozone crisis 
began to unfold, and 
it became apparent 
that EU leaders were 
to become engaged in 

a turbulent negotiation process, the 
prominence of Christine Lagarde’s 
decision-making began to play out.  
As the newly- appointed replacement 
for Dominique Strauss-Khan as 
head of the IMF - the International 
Monetary Fund- Lagarde is the 
first woman ever to hold the key 
international position. Together 

with Angela Merkel , the first female 
chancellor of Germany, they seemed 
to dominate every headline as highly 
visible, key players in negotiating a 
solution to the ongoing Eurozone 
crisis upon which the fate of the 
global economy seems increasingly to 
depend. As the eyes of the world fell 
upon Lagarde and Merkel,  it became 
clear in a way not remisniscent of 
before, that there has not only been 
progression in the number of women 
assuming these roles but also in the 
way that they are viewed once they 

have. In that yes, we’re seeing the 
first women in these positions. That’s 
obvious progress, but now it feels as 
though less emphasis is being put on 
the fact that they are women. Instead, 
their effectiveness is being assessed a 
little more objectively. They seem to 
be being placed in comparison with 
their male colleagues more according 
to their professional capabilities, as 
opposed to being compared solely 
on the fact that they are women 
in a still male-dominated political 
world.  

Women in 
Politics

Some rights reserved by International Monetary Fund
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The Parrs Word’s Guide

Joel Pearce and Ruth Delahunty, Year 11



SCIENCE

When you’re chatting to friends 
on Facebook or uploading the 

photos from last night’s party, the 
environmental impact of this activity 
probably isn’t the first thing that 
comes to mind. However, for nearly 
two years Greenpeace has been 
campaigning for this hugely popular 
social networking site to reduce its 
large consumption of non-renewable, 
polluting energy, and recently their 
efforts have proven successful…
 In December of 2011, 
Facebook announced its agreement 
to collaborate with Greenpeace 
in moving towards using more 
renewable energy sources, as well as 
improving its energy efficiency and 
participating in research into clean 
energy solutions for their company. 
Greenpeace likes this.
 Greenpeace began its 
campaign in early 2010 when it was 
revealed that Facebook planned to 
build its new Datacentre (a facility 
used to house its computer systems. 
With Facebook’s 750 million users, 
these are very large and require a lot 
of energy!) in Oregon, USA, where 
it would be powered primarily by 
coal, a highly polluting fossil fuel.  
  Over a period of 20 
months, the environmental group 
accumulated around 700,000 people 
to support its ‘Unfriend Facebook’ 
campaign, in which they carried 
out an advertising campaign, got 
celebrities to speak out in support 
of the cause, organised stunts and 
lobbied Mark Zuckerberg, (the CEO 
of Facebook), himself. 
 In a letter to Zuckerberg, the 
Executive Director of Greenpeace 
International (Kumi Naidoo) said that 
by its reliance on non-renewables, 
Facebook was making “breaking 
our addiction to dirty coal-fired 

electricity even more difficult” and 
that it was in the interests of everyone 
for Facebook to “exercise bold and 
immediate Leadership in addressing 
climate change”.
 The campaigning continued 
with Greenpeace releasing their 
‘How dirty is your data?’ report in 
April 2011, which presented research 
into the environmental impacts of 
Facebook, along with a number of 
other IT companies, such as Twitter 
and Google. According to the report, 
52.3% of Facebook’s electricity usage 
is from coal. Each of its Datacentres 
in the United States is said to have an 
electricity usage equivalent to that of 
30,000 US homes.
 Following the release of 
this report, in October, Facebook 
announced the building of its first 
‘green’ Datacentre in Sweden. The 
cold climate will help to keep the 
servers cool without requiring as 
much energy as usual, and the access 
to renewable energy resources, such 
as hydroelectric power, should reduce 
the Centre’s reliance on polluting 
fossil fuels- so things are looking up!
 These developments, as well 
as Facebook’s agreement to go green, 
have left Greenpeace hopeful for a 
more environmentally conscious IT 
sector as a whole. This is particularly 
important as this sector is one of the 
fastest growing electricity consumers 
in the world. Greenpeace hope that 
that Zuckerberg’s commitment to the 
environment will lead the way for 
other IT companies to do the same.
 Though it may have got off 
to a shaky start, it’s beginning to look 
like Facebook is making a real effort 
not to be an ‘anti-social network’, 
at least where the environment is 
concerned.  
Roberta Wilkinson, Year 12

The Eco-column The Hard Facts
The Parrs Word debunks science 
myths

We hope this 
is enlightning

It’s a dark and stormy night. For 
some mysterious reason (perhaps 

you’re in a Brontë novel), you find 
yourself stuck in the middle of a field. 
A bolt of lightning rips through the 
sky and strikes a tall tree nearby. You 
hear another rumble of thunder and 
desperately sprint towards the tree 
for cover, because everyone knows 
lightning never strikes twice in the 
same place, right?
Wrong! Lightning is formed from 
electrically charged storm systems, 
where the vigorous movement within 
the clouds causes them to become 
charged, with the lower parts of storm 
clouds becoming negatively charged. 
In an effort to become neutral, the 
negative charges move towards 
the Earth and are met by ‘positive 
streamers’ sent out by objects on 
the Earth. When the streams of 
positive and negative charges meet, 

Some rights reserved by -Qualsiasi

a huge current flows through the 
air and creates a bright flash- what 
we see as lightning. It is very hard 
to predict where lightening is going 
to strike, but as positive streamers 
travel much faster through structures 
than through air, lightning often 
meets with the streamers from taller 
structures first and therefore bigger 
buildings attract lightning strikes 
more often.
But the crucial thing is that the place 
where lightning happens to strike has 
nothing to do with where it has struck 
before. Though it may be a useful 
metaphor, the statement ‘lightning 
never strikes twice in the same place’ 
is a myth. In fact, the tallest building 
in an area is likely to be struck more 
than once during a storm, as it’s often 
the lightning’s easiest path to the 
ground. The Empire State Building 
is struck around 25 times a year! 
Lightning rods use these principles 
to attract lightning and deal with it 
safely, but they probably wouldn’t 
work very well if they could only be 
used once.
So when you next find yourself in a 
lightning storm, you won’t be basing 
your life or death decisions on an old 
science myth!
Roberta Wilkinson, Year 12

The Perfect Package
Michael Petty on the physics of foam

In 1887, a mathematical physicist 
and engineer, Lord Kelvin, asked 

a question: How could space be 
partitioned into cells of equal volume 
with the least amount of surface area 
between them? In more practical 
terms, this meant he was investigating 
the most efficient structure that 
bubbles could take when forming 
foam.
 When packing objects 
together, different shapes offer 
different efficiencies of area (or 
volume if they’re 3D). Circles, for 
example, leave gaps when packed 
together and therefore waste space, 
while squares leave no gaps and so 
they more efficient. The use of this 
principle can be observed in nature; 
in a bee’s honeycomb the hexagonal 
cells allow a large amount of honey 
to be stored, whilst using very little 
material to make the structure. The 
use of hexagons is more efficient than 
using squares or triangles in terms of 
material usage, but it also provides a 
strong and rigid structure.
 The same principle applies 
to the formation of foam- it tries to 
find the most efficient shape. A single 
bubble forms a sphere with uniform 
pressure on the entire surface of the 
bubble, so that the air pressure of 
the gas is evenly distributed inside 
the bubble. Within foam, the many 
bubbles form the most efficient 
shape possible in order to minimise 
the pressure on the surface of the 
bubbles. The shape of the individual 
bubbles, however, depends on 
the number of borders it has with 
neighbouring bubbles.
 In foams where the 
individual bubbles have a diameter 
of 1mm or less, the surface tension 
of the bubble is enough to pull the 
shape into a sphere.
 In 1887, Lord Kelvin revealed 
what he considered to be the most 
efficient 3D shape possible in terms 
of volume to surface area- a truncated 
octahedron. This became known 
as Kelvin structure and was widely 
accepted to be the most efficient 

structure for over a hundred years.
 However, in 1993, Dennis 
Weaire and Robert Phelan disproved 
Kelvin’s conjecture with their 
discovery of the Weaire- Phelan 
structure. This new structure was 
comprised of two different kinds of 
cells and improved on the efficiency 
of the Kelvin structure by 0.3%.  
  Although there is no 
mathematical proof, as yet, that the 
Weaire- Phelan structure is the most 
efficient shape for foam to take, up 
until now there has been no counter 
example to contradict it- though I’m 
sure the problem’s ‘bubbling’ away 
at the back of the minds of many 
scientists and mathematicians.
 But it’s not just the theory 
of foam- Its energy saving properties 
mean that the Weaire-Phelan 
structure is sometimes found as 
the basis of a crystal structure in 
chemistry. And it wasn’t just a brilliant 
scientific discovery; it also provided 
the inspiration for the design of the 
Beijing National Aquatics Centre for 
the 2008 Olympics! It seems even the 
physics of foam can be fashionable.

 Some rights reserved by dawvon
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REVIEWS

So after having studied the 
thriller genre for media studies, 

albeit superficially, I deemed myself 
‘qualified’ enough to give an accurate-
ish review for a film. This film is 
definitely one to watch if you’re a 
teenager, which you probably are. Let 

FILMS

Abduction - a 
vanilla thriller

The Artist me try again, this film is definitely 
one to watch if your Taylor Lautner 
obsession overrides your appreciation 
for plot spontaneity. Abduction, 
is an action, thriller film Starring 
Taylor Lautner and Lily Collins. 
Nathan Harper, (Taylor Lautner) 
your common- or-garden American 
teenage boy embodies the typical 
American teenage life tediously well.  
A high school student immersed in 
a life of college applications, parties 
and girls comes across as pretty 
ordinary.  
 Soon we begin to realize 
something isn’t quite right in his so-
called equilibrium. After stumbling 
upon a photo of himself on a website 
for missing children, he discovers a 
shocking bombshell about his past. 
What follows is a series of fast paced, 
adrenaline rushing, (vomit inducing) 
thriller-esque, fights, chases, 
mysterious phone calls, unrealistic-
events-based-on-coincidences, 
seemingly aimless train journeys, 
glass shattering, explosions and 
revelations. It does perhaps try too 
hard to assert itself into the genre 
to the extent that it possibly even 
parodies itself, and the narrative is 
formulaic and slightly predictable 
with initial death and destruction, 
following that uncertainty of 
which character to trust and a final 

Five Oscar wins, countless 
glowing reviews and the first 

ever campaign for a dog to get a Best 
Supporting Actor nomination. If the 
English language hadn’t developed 
the word ‘hype’ before now, then we’d 
be hastily rewriting our dictionaries. 
The Artist has landed, silently and 
stylishly.
 It would be easy to take these 
facts and its historic subject matter 
and write it off as a critics’ film. 
Especially for those of our generation 
who think silent and black and white 
means a new profile picture and for 
whom the 1920s are merely the dress 
code for themed parties Made in 
Chelsea style.  
 A quick assessment of the 
audience at my viewing of The Artist 
told me that it didn’t seem to be 
bringing in the pimpled pound: I was 
the youngest person there. 
 It would be easy to say that 
The Artist has been scooped up 
so warmly to the bosom of middle 
aged, salivating, out of touch critics 
merely because of its ability to stand 
out from the crowd. It would be 
downright effortless to say that its 
long neglected genre and the fact 
that it doles out a cinematic history 

lesson explains away its success. 
 It would also be wrong, lazy 
and foolish. Because The Artist is a 
brilliant film. 
 A romantic comedy that 
manages to be both a throwback to 
old Hollywood style and refreshingly 
current is interspersed with lovingly 
applied touches of wit. In an 
enchanting story without speech, 
feet dancing on either side of a 
screen constitute a conversation and 
every twitch of an eyebrow or soft 
shoe shuffle become small talk and 
flirtation.
 The plummeting of silent 
film in favour of ‘talkies’ is divulged 
through the fall of the charming yet 
arrogant silent actor George Valentin 
and the rise of the all talking, all 
dancing Peppy Miller. 
 As he sinks into the sand 
of long-forgotten glory, she step-
ball-changes down the path he has 
supposedly laid out for her. For the 
most part, I was hopelessly captivated, 
and though I found the leading man 
mildly annoying and self-dramatizing 
at times, his frequent descent into 
melodrama was at the heart of his 
character progression. 
 Don’t expect complete stony 
silence: the award-winning score, 
along with flashes of text on the screen 
are used to great effect throughout. 
The fact that technology has moved 
on is not forgotten, and the film is all 
the stronger for accepting the need to 
be genre- conscious and incorporate 
silent film into the story.
Take it from someone who had never 
seen a silent film before this - just go 
and see it. I promise it will leave you 
speechless. 
Josie Throup, Year 12

It was innovative; combining art 
with music in a way no album had 

done before - rather than being a 
collection of very individual tracks, 
as their previous albums had been. 
Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club 
Band, the Beatles’ eighth album, is 
a concert-like experience, during 
which the band gradually develop a 
rapport with their audience. 
 Sgt. Pepper remains one of 

the Beatles’ most acclaimed albums, 
remaining at number one in the UK 
for twenty-three consecutive weeks, 
and in the US for fifteen, alongside 
receiving an ‘A’ from notoriously hard 
to please critic Robert Christgau. 
However, through its continuing 
success on top of numerous ‘best 
album ever’ lists, it has become the 
go-to ‘overrated’ album for musicians 
and music-fans alike.
 It was unlucky – sandwiched 
between Revolver and Magical Mystery 
Tour. Revolver is the link between 
early- and late-Beatles: it comprises 
the perfect balance between sixties 
boy-band, generic rock & roll, and 
the processed, unique, avant-garde, 
almost progressive rock which made 
them into legends.  
 Public perception has been 
clouded by a media-born overrated 
status, when in actual fact this is 
one of the Beatles’ more impressive 
efforts. People seem to forget A Day 
in the Life, which would stand out in 
any collection, and Lucy in the Sky 
with Diamonds is so iconic its title 
has become everyone’s bit of ‘Beatles 
trivia’. 
 Each song on the album has 
its own unique feel: like the surreal 
haze of Lucy in the Sky and the 
reminiscent air of a fairground on 
Being for the Benefit of Mr Kite. The 
only genuine rival to A Day in the 
Life is She’s Leaving Home, evocative 
of Eleanor Rigby from Pepper’s 
predecessor Revolver, in the way the 
orchestration besieges the reader in 
sorrow for the title characters – in 
Leaving Home’s case, a girl based on 
Melanie Coe, who was the subject of 
a Daily Mirror article at the time of 
writing.
 Sgt. Pepper was really 
the first album with such a high 
production value: it owes much of 

An album 
that peppers 
the flavour of 
musical history

disclosure of all the unanswered 
questions, practically handing out all 
the answers. 
 I will credit its ability to throw 
the viewer; it starts so flippantly, at a 
parents-are-out party, we are misled 
to believe it is one of those, clichéd, 
hormonal, high school films, they 
even had the red plastic beer cups! 
The stark change in mood and 
subsequent incidents happen very 
fast in a blur of scenes only slowing 
down when the characters reach the 
train.
 Unfortunately the film is 
diluted with elements of wishy-washy 
teen romance which somewhat 
distorts the genre and hence prevents 
you from taking the film seriously 
as an established thriller. The too-
obvious chemistry between Nathan 
and Karen (Lily Collins) is brash 
and annoying and is probably best 
confined to episodes of 90210. 
 Having said that it does 
successfully manage to cram 
everything you could want from a 
thriller movie perhaps following the 
conventions a tad too strictly, but 
nevertheless it epitomises everything 
that’s… well, thrilling about thrillers 
and it does genuinely leave you 
on the edge of your seat, not to 
mention satisfactorily hold you in 
suspense. What only lets it down is 
its desperately blatant appeal to the 
teenage audiences but besides this 
I recommend it, and not just for 
drooling. And since we’re being all 
proper and conventional here; I’d 
give it (3.5 stars out of 5) 
Hajra Mubashar, Year 12
Abduction is out on DVD now

its charm to the artistry of George 
Martin. This is what has made the 
album so influential: in a way, it gave 
birth to the oh-so-wonderful auto-
tuned music of today. It focused less 
on the actual music of the traditional 
instruments, and more on the quirky 
sounds Martin could create in his 
studio – in essence giving birth to 
processed music. 
 Of course, there are 
exceptions: Getting Better is a generic 
sixties track: guitar, bass, drums, vocal 
harmonies, and orthodox, tried and 
tested love song lyrics. No effort was 
made to conceal the new influences 
on the Beatles’ work: Indian 
influences are well utilised on Lucy 
in the Sky, and Within you Without 
you is a simple, classical Indian song: 
featuring a collective of unaccredited 
Indian musicians, it is the second 
Beatles song to feature only one 
(Harrison) of the group – McCartney’s 
Yesterday being the other.
 There are few moments in 
musical history in which there is a 
clear ‘before and after’, a moment 
where the very face of music changed: 
regardless of any ill-conceived 
overestimation, Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely 
Hearts Club Band did this.
Liam Redmond, Year 11

Air – Moon 
Safari 

Constructed and manipulated to 
produce a carelessly powerful 

introduction of a journey into space, 
Air’s first album, Moon Safari, escapes 
from the boredom of saneness and 
normality. It enters into another 
world, which eerily sounds unearthly- 
but in a good way!  The French 
Duo’s 1998 album begins with La 
femme D’Argent, the girl in silver. It 
signifies for me exploring new places 
and travelling in open spaces; with 
desperation of change in your normal 
life, whatever that may be. The clever 
spin from the sound features of rain 
which naturally suggests earth in all 
sense is contradicted by the repeated 
melody of bass and keyboard. The 
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Hello to Jason Isaacs



With a sudden boom in 
popularity - number 29 in 

amazon.com’s top 100 best selling 
books, and a blockbuster film to 
hit cinemas in March - The Hunger 
Games is the first of a trilogy of 
realistic science fiction books aimed 
at the young adult market. Set in a 
post apocalyptic America it is perhaps 
not one for those of a squeamish 
disposition. Ruled by the tyrannical 
‘Capitol’ living in 12 competitive 
districts, two girls and boys aged 
twelve to eighteen, are destined to 
be ‘tributes’. They must play a part in 
the annual Hunger Games – a fight to 
the death on live television – which is 
just one of the means the Capitol uses 
to keep control after the uprising in 
the ‘Dark Days’.  
 One of these very same 
children is Katniss Everdeen, an 
extremely strong-willed young 
woman. There is no doubt about her 
integrity as a character. Due to her 
determination to survive, dark wit 
and loyalty to her district and family, 
she is given an instant charm, and we 
spend the book just hoping that ‘the 
odds will ever be in her favour’.
 There are those that say The 
Hunger Games series is similar to 
Twilight and I can partially see why. 
However, while they both depict 
the dilemma that writers seem to 
think all teenagers are so clearly 
burdened with – the inevitable love 
triangle (we’ve all been there…), in 
The Hunger Games this is not the 
only thing going on. Rather than 
an insipid love drama taking centre 
stage, Katniss manages to put her 
confused feelings aside when needed 
and focus on staying alive - Finally 
a heroine that we can relate to! And 
Katniss wasn’t the only one feeling 
uncertain; Suzanne Collins manages 
to write in such a way that the 
characters give off a sense of solidity 
and reality, due to their imperfect 
natures, that throughout the book it 
is incredibly hard to decide which of 
the boys’ sides to take.
 Set some time in a dark future 
of our own, the world Collins depicts 
is corrupt and full of starvation and 

fear. With all the issues we have in 
our society today such as the conflict 
in the Middle East, the (near) collapse 
of the Euro and famine across many 
reaches of our world, it’s not so hard 
to imagine things escalating out of 
control, such as they did in Panem. 
However, Collins’ message of defiance 
resonates with our times, giving hope 
that as good-natured beings, we 
would never let it go so far. 
 I feel that the Hunger Games 
definitely lived up to the hype. It is a 
story so multilayered, with incredible 
depth, and charming characters. A 
refreshing read full of intrigue and 
peril which kept me reading at every 
opportunity to predict how Katniss 
would face up to the inescapable 
misfortune certain to reach her in the 
future.  
 With it predicted to be one 
of this year’s biggest blockbuster 
movies, make sure you pick up a copy 
for yourself and read this wonderful 
book before the film hits cinemas in 
March. 

Lucy Jenkins, Year 11

Hungry For 
More?

album breaks away from ten different 
tracks, to one whole journey in such 
a sense. 
 As each individual track 
portrays a different mood, you begin 
to recognise a sincere understanding 
of the journey being made. Not only 
do the likes of the songs ‘Sexy Boy’ 
and ‘All I Need’ suggest desperation 
of escapism and exploration of 
finding something to hide behind 
or from. The intensity and seduction 
stimulated by track 2 ‘Sexy Boy’ 
suggests an excitement of something 
more or something new. With the 
French lyrics, the very language of 
passion, being whispered by female 
vocals contrasting with the heavy 
bass, creates a powerful sensation at 
the beginning of the album.
 However, the mood quickly 
changes in the next song, ‘All I Need’ 
as the music mellows down to create 
an unhurried pace at this point in the 
album.  Both the female vocals and 
the music work in unison to create 
tension, which for me is again linked 
in with travelling and exploring the 
unknown as the music desperately 
wants to jump into something more. 
In ‘All I Need’, the albums changes 
purpose here from the idea of 
travelling aimlessly into searching 
for something, whether that being 
yourself or something else. 
‘Kelly Watches the Stars’ is one of 
the most enthusiastic pieces of music 
on the album due to the increase in 
rhythm.  The lyrics ‘watches the stars’ 
suggest the appreciation of space 
and the beauty of new places, and so 
in my opinion the purpose here is 
mainly to value the open space of new 
places. This track is the first time you 
hear male vocals on the album. This 
suggests a contrast of two different 
stories and two different people 
benefiting from escaping. Likewise, 
‘Remember’, convey the male vocals 
as a different, meaningful reading of 
the universe. 
 The album is constantly 
intriguing as it tears the reality out of 
life, out of music, and out of thought. 
For me it is completely unknown and 
fascinating. You can imagine anyone 
is yourself anywhere, whether that 
in the universe, the South of France 
or in your bedroom and, for all 
concerned, anything could happen 
there. 
Georgia Robinson, Year 11
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Guess the Teacher

Favourite city: Bangkok
Favourite holiday destination: Bali
Idol: I take inspiration from those around me
Claim to fame: I was on breakfast news once after being 
in a coach crash
Childhood dream job: Air hostess
Most interesting fact: I was a competitive disco dancer 
in my youth
Greatest sporting achievement: I am a member of Wilms-
low running club and compete in lots of races, regularly 
coming 1st, 2nd or 3rd lady

?

PUZZLES
BOOKS

 

3     2 8   
 9  5   7 1  

 4     9   

   2    9 3 
  2  5  1   

1 3    8    

  7     5  

 5 8   9  7  

  3      8 

Answers

3 7 5 1 9 2 8 4 6 
8 9 6 5 3 4 7 1 2 
2 4 1 7 8 6 9 3 5 
5 8 4 2 1 7 6 9 3 
7 6 2 9 5 3 1 8 4 
1 3 9 6 4 8 5 2 7 
4 2 7 8 6 1 3 5 9 
6 5 8 3 2 9 4 7 1 
9 1 3 4 7 5 2 6 8  

Teacher: Ms McVay, Languages
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            3                                    

                                

                   6    7          
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             5                              16     

         9  10                           

        8                                      17   

                       14   11                     

                                            

       12            13                   15                        

                                  

             19          20                    

            18                                

      27                  21                  

     25                 26     22                   

                  23                            

                                      

      28         24                                    

                                

                                

         29                                 

Across: 

1.  Place where books are kept (7)  
3. Speed up (10)  
5. Partial men [anagram] (10) 
8. 'The Parrs Word' is one of these! (8) 
11. A military vehicle (4) 
12. Professional cook (4) 
13. A very loud kind of horn (6) 
15. A decorative item (8) 
18. Mother's mother (7)  
20. The writer of a book (6) 
21. Precious material made from animal tusks (5) 
23. A word that is both a flower and girl's name (7) 
24. Very pretty! (9) 
25. The study of the animal kingdom (7) 
28. Comes from a chicken (3)  
29. Coming from another country (7) 
 
 

Down: 

2. A person who creates new things (8)  
4. Relating to sight (7) 
6. A kind of blood vessel (4)  
7. Prehistoric reptile (8) 
9. A short story with a moral (5)  
10. ____ and pepper (4) 
14. A substance that adds flavour to food (9) 
16. A word that means either a problem or a kind of 
dessert (6) 
17. A compass point (5) 
19. Noah built one of these (3) 
20. Place where birds are kept (6) 
22. Another word for 'dictionary' (7) 
26. Famous American university (4) 
27. A place where people live (5) 
 
 
 

Solutions: 1) Library 2) Inventor 3) Accelerate 4) Optical 5)Parliament 
6)Vein 7)Dinosaur 8) Magazine 9)Fable 10) Salt 11) Tank 12) Chef 13) 
Claxon 14) Condiment 15) Ornament 16) Trifle 17) North 18) Grandma 
19) Ark 20 [across]) Author 20 [down]) aviary 21) Ivory 22) Lexicon 
23) Heather 24) Beautiful 25) Zoology 26) Yale 27) House 28) Egg 29) 
Foreign



Marilyn was 1947’s Miss California 
Artichoke Queen.

Marilyn’s first modelling job paid 
$5.00.

The first time she signed an autograph 
as ‘Marilyn Monroe’ she had to ask 
for help spelling it. She didn’t know 
where to put the ‘i’ in Marilyn (her 
birth name was Norma Jean Baker)

Attended Van Nuys High School (Los 
Angeles) in the early 1940s but did 
not graduate.

Marilyn appears on sleeve of The 
Beatles’ “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 
Club Band” album.

Marilyn was named #2 Greatest Movie 
Star of all time by Premier Magazine. 
#1 was Carey Grant.

She was one of the first Los Angeles 
natives to become a major movie star.

Marilyn was originally cast to play 
Holly Golightly in the box office 
smash Breakfast at Tiffany’s, but 
Audrey Hepburn played the role 
instead.

Her “Happy Birthday Mr. President” 
dress sold for $1,267,500.00, making 
it the most expensive piece of 
clothing ever sold, and putting it in 
the Guinness Book of World Records.

Marilyn tried 9 different shades of 
blonde hair colour before settling on 
platinum.

Ciara Stagg, Year 12

10 Things you didn’t know about
Marilyn Monroe

 Some rights reserved by Gerard Stolk (vers la Chandeleur)
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Horoscopes

Pisces 
February 19 – March 20
Your caring attitude could leave 
you not paying enough attention  to 
yourself. Keep focused and stick to 
the decisions you’ve chosen. Take 
notice from those who appear to have 
luck on their side.

Aries
March 21 – April 19
Focus your energy and determination 
on the good not bad, and try not to 
be so harsh on those closest. Take 
control of revision early. You and a 
fellow Aries are bound to lock horns 
sooner or later.

Taurus
April 21 – May 20
Push stubbornness aside and let 
your generosity take over! Current 
events could grab your attention 
so enjoy them but remain focused 
on important deadline. Show your 
support to someone who needs it.

Gemini
May 21 – June 20
Beware of your gossiping ways as 
you know they can lead to trouble. 
Remember that it’s not all about 
socialising and keep up with work. 
Take notice of those who are catching 
your eye, something could develop 
between you.

Scorpio
October 23 – November 21
Try to keep harmful emotions at 
bay and show your commitment to 
another aspect of life, this could play 
well for you in the near future. Give 
up on the hopeless and move on with 
your head held high.

Sagittarius
November 22 – December 21
Learn to recognise what you can take 
control of in your life. Work risks 
becoming an overload so keep on top 
of it. A Taurus has their eyes set upon 
you and nothing can stop their glare. 

Capricorn
December 22 – January 19
Keep your feet on the ground and 
try not to be too ambitious. Stay 
loyal to your studies and you shall be 
rewarded. A love interest in the form 
of a Virgo or possibly Scorpio could 
be on the horizon.

Aquarius
January 20 – February 18 
You’ll love being with your closest 
right now so take a break from hassle 
and stress you may be experiencing. 
Possible trouble lies ahead between 
yourself and a Pisces so try to keep 
things calm.

Genny Halliwell, Year 11

Cancer
June 21 – July 22
You’re feeling vulnerable and 
worrisome at the moment but soon 
this will pass leaving you to focus 
all your attention on the important 
things. Showing your affections 
could open up new possibilities in 
the near future.

Leo
July 23 – August 22
Determination and self-confidence 
will get to all the right places. Be 
proud of your achievements and 
keep going. A situation could place 
you in an awkward position with a 
Capricorn so don’t agitate things.

Virgo
August 23 – September 22
Use intelligence to your advantage to 
help you put things into perspective. 
Embracing work challenges is 
empowering you right now. Beware 
of potential feuds you could find 
yourself in soon.

Libra
September 23 – October 22
Gullible traits and an easy-going 
attitude could be your downfall so 
tread carefully. Don’t let distractions 
rule you and keep your original goal 
in sight. Watch out for that Gemini 
who is about to cross your path!



Perfect Gooey Brownies
These brownies are perfect just 
the way they are but you can add 
chocolate chips or chopped walnut/
pecan nuts if you want!

Ingredients  
200g plain chocolate, chopped
180g  unsalted butter or flora
330g  caster sugar
130g  plain flour
3 eggs
icing sugar (for decoration)

Method:
Set the oven to 170°C  (180°C for 
fan) and grease  and line your baking 
tray with greaseproof paper.  The tin 
should be about 30cm long, 15cm 
wide and 3cm deep.

Put the chocolate and the butter in a 
heatproof bowl and melt by putting 
it over a saucepan of simmering 
water. Leave until the mixture is 
melted and smooth. Then remove 
from heat and leave to cool.

Meanwhile, in another bowl stir the 
sugar, flour and eggs. Add any extra 
bits now. Pour in the chocolate and 
mix until well combined. 

Evenly spoon in the prepared tin, 
and place in the centre of the oven. 
Its up to you how long you want 
to cook your brownies. If you want 
proper gooey brownies cook for 
about 25 mins. Though for a more 
cake-like version they need to be 
in for about 30-35mins. When you 
take them out they should be flaky at 
the top, leave to cool in the tins for 
about 5 mins. 

Place on a wire rack to cool 
completely before sieving icing sugar 
on the top- not too much though. 

The anonymous baker

oven to 190 degrees, 170 for fan 
ovens.
Put a generous amount of oil in a 
griddle pan over a low heat until the 
oil is very hot. Scatter the courgettes 
evenly. When they have a brown 
striped pattern on the underside 
turn them over until both sides look 
the same.
Roll the puff pastry out to whatever 
shape you like, then score a couple 
of centimetres from the edge with a 
knife all the way around; be careful 
not to cut all the way through. 
Transfer to a baking tray. Spread 
the tomato sauce evenly within the 
lines you’ve drawn, then put on 
the courgette, pepper, mozzarella, 
spinach and olives. Put the pizza in 
the oven for about 25 minutes, or 
until the pastry is golden and puffed 
up around the edges.
Grace Ferris, Year 11

Makes 1 pizza (4 servings)
Takes 50 minutes

Think of this recipe as a lighter, 
easier, healthier version of the Italian 
classic, the dough having been 
replaced by airy puff pastry that’s 
far lighter on the stomach. It makes 
a perfect midweek meal or light 
lunch, yet tastes just as delicious 
as something that takes hours of 
slaving in the kitchen. Play around 
with the toppings to suit your taste, 
or divide the puff pastry sheet into 
four to make smaller, individual 
pizzas. Try pumpkin (pre-roasted), 
mushrooms or pesto for a variation. 
If you’re a keen cook and want to 
challenge yourself, why not have a 
go at substituting the ready-made 
pastry for your own homemade 
version? You can find a basic recipe 
online and simply pick up this 
recipe from step 1.

Ingredients
1 block ready-made puff pastry
1 x 400g tin chopped tomatoes
1 tbsp tomato puree
1 tsp sugar
1 red pepper
80g baby spinach
20g green olives
1 courgette
1 clove of garlic
Olive oil, for frying
250g mozzarella

Method:
Put a small splash of oil into a 
saucepan, turn onto a low heat, 
then add the chopped garlic clove. 
After about a minute, add the 
tomato puree, tomatoes, sugar, and 
a pinch of salt. Leave until the 
water has evaporated enough to 
leave a spreadable sauce, stirring 
occasionally, then take off the heat. 
This should take around 20 minutes.
Meanwhile, chop the vegetables. Cut 
the pepper into strips, the courgette 
at regular ½ cm intervals and the 
olives in half. Put the spinach into 
a pan of water until it’s wilted, then 
squeeze the water out. Preheat the 

COOKING
Puff Pastry Pizzas
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SPORT

Football, basketball and netball. 
But have you ever heard of 

handball? Well four teams from 
Parrs Wood battled it out on a 
bitterly cold Wednesday afternoon 
in the Manchester Handball 
Championships. Unknown to many, 
our school holds titles in the sport; 
Under 15s Boys and Girls Manchester 
Champions 2011 and Under 13s 
Manchester and National Champions 
2011. 
 On the evening of the 
tournament 7 teams competed, for 
the boys there were two teams from 
Parrs Wood, a team from Trinity, (one 
of Parrs Wood’s main sporting rivals) 
and Abraham Moss. For the girls, only 
three teams, with two being a Parrs 
Wood A and B team and the other, 
Trinity High School. 
 Nine games were played in 
total, with the toughest game being 
on the girls side, between Parrs Wood 

A and Trinity, which finished 6-5 to 
Parrs Wood. This helped the girls 
climb straight to the top of the leader 
board, snatching first position; Parrs 
Wood B came second and Trinity 
came third. 
 In the boys section however, 
Trinity won the grand slam finishing 
top, Parrs Wood A came second, 
Abraham Moss came third and Parrs 
Wood B came forth. Overall the 
tournament went very well, especially 
for our school as the results show we 
have been able to hold on to at least 
one of our crowns. 
 A special mention goes to, 
Seun Seriki, for not only dominating 
in the girls game but, showing the 
boys how it’s done too as she had to 
fill in for one of their teams. 
 Also Mimi Booth, who was 
the only year 9 to play on the A team, 
the rest of the players being in year 
10. Well done to all!
Hannah Alty, Year 11

You’ve got to hand it to them...
Parrs Wood are on the ball

By participating, you can meet new 
people, make friends with pupils 
from different year groups and gain 
skills and experience.
 
You’ll also be able to show you’re a 
team player or leader on your CV and 
personal statement. But, most 
importantly, come down and have 
some FUN! 
 
Here are the fantastic extra curricular 
activities that Parrs Wood has to offer: 

• Lunchtime (12.45pm-1.25pm): 
Handball KS4 girls and boys in the 
GYM, also KS4 boys’ table tennis in 
the sports hall.
• After School (3.05pm- 4.30pm):  
Badminton for girls and boys in 
ALL YEARS in the sports hall, and 
hockey which will be restarting on 
the 23rd of January on the Astroturf. 
Hockey available for both girls and 
boys in KS4.

• Lunchtime (12.45pm-1.25pm): Year 
7 & 8 girls’ handball in the sports hall
• After school (3.05-4.30pm): KS3 
girls’ netball in the sports hall, Year 
7 & 8 dance in the GYM, year 7 & 8 
girls’ football on the Astroturf, and 
year 10 & year 8 football on the field.

• Lunchtime (12.45pm-1.25pm): Year 
7 & 8 boys’ handball in the sports 
hall, KS4 boys’ table tennis (only 
when the exam desks are away) in the 
sports hall
• After school (3.05-4.30pm): KS4 
girls’ netball in the sports hall, Year11 
boys football on the field, KS3 & 4 
boys rugby on the field, and 6th form 
football fixtures and practice

• Lunchtime (12.45pm-1.25pm): 6th 
form basketball in the sports hall, 
KS3 & 4 basketball in the GYM
• After school (3.05-4.30pm): Girls’ 
KS3 & 4 girls’ and boys’ basketball 
in the sports hall, KS4 trampolining, 
year 7 boys’ football on the Astroturf, 
and KS3 & 4 boys’ rugby on the field.

Monday: Friday:

Thursday:

Wednesday:

Tuesday:

Lunchtime (12.45pm-1.25pm):  KS3 
& 4 basketball for boys in the sports 
hall, ks4 fitness for girls and boys in 
the GYM when all exam desks are 
gone
• After school (3.05-4.30pm): Volley 
ball club for all years and both 
genders in the sports hall, KS3 
cheerleading for girls in the dance 
studio and KS3 & 4 lacrosse club on 
the Astroturf

Please bring appropriate kit, and a 
bottle of water  to keep you hydrated and 
safe.

Laura Sile, Year 11

Are you a football 
fanatic, nuts about 
netball or perhaps hooked 
on hockey? Have you ever 
thought about what it 
might be like to report 
on Parrs Wood’s biggest 
sporting events? If so, 
OUR team NEEDS you. 
We need sports 
journalists to report on 
fixtures for future 
issues. If you’re
 interested, please email 
Mrs Catterall: 

klc@parrswood.manches-
ter.sch.uk

Be a sports 
journalist!

Get involved in extra-curricular sport!
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What 
do you 
do after 
school?
Why not 
come down 
and enjoy 
some of the 
great sporting 
activities that 
Parrs Wood 
has to offer? 




